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Solstice swim for a better Birrarung

INSIDE
Photo: SANDI MILLER
Braving the waters of the Birrarung/Yarra River in the depths of winter doesn’t sound like everyone’s idea of
a good time. However a group of hardy locals, led by Yarra Riverkeeper Charlotte Sterrett, took the plunge
on the Winter Solstice to celebrate World Bathing Day. But this was no ordinary dip in the river. The event
had a grander purpose as the Yarra Riverkeeper Association announced their plans to clean up the river
“from source to sea” so all of Melbourne can enjoy what Warrandyte enjoys. See the full story on Page 8.
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“Be yourself; everyone else is taken.”
— Oscar Wilde
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

The more things change...
STARTLING REPORT ON
YARRA FILTH

We return to our roots and
sift through the Warrandyte
Diary archives to find out how
Warrandyte has changed (or
hasn’t at all) over the past 50

years.

July 1, 1972, Page 3

“The drains in the
township area contained
water showing ‘recent
and extensive faecal
contamination’”

The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works has confirmed that water flowing into
the Yarra from drains in Warrandyte is seriously
polluted.
The board took a series of samples from
the river during March at the request of the
Warrandyte Environment League.
Four samples were taken at each of the following
locations: Andersons Creek, Whipstick Gully,
between Webb Street and Mitchell Avenue, and
below Inglenook Cafe.
In its report to the Environment League, the
Board of Works said that on two occasions full
analysis of water from the drain between Webb
Street and Mitchell Avenue could not be made
because of the presence of oil.
The drains in the township area contained
water showing “recent and extensive faecal
contamination” producing “cloudy effluents
with offensive odours”.
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its
independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
the people, environment and character of the place it serves. Its
monthly circulation is 3,500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

The board report said samples taken from
Andersons Creek were generally acceptable
chemically, but bacteriological counts exceeded
those considered acceptable for swimming.
Andersons Creek discharges into one of
Warrandyte’s most popular swimming holes.
The Board of Works has advised that the river in
the Warrandyte area is outside its jurisdiction.
A spokesman for the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission suggested that polluted
drainage was a matter for the Department of
Health or the local council health officers.
A spokesman for the Environment League,
Mr Richard Morton, said that the League
had written to both the City of Doncaster
and Templestowe and Eltham Shire councils
expressing concern at the extent of polluted
drainage.
“The League has carried out some investigations
and believes the existing drainage problems
can be controlled by policing local health
regulations and obliging residents to improve
offending septic tank and sullage effluents,”
Mr Morton said, “but pollution of the river

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river
valley. Around 1900, the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.
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The Warrandyte Diary acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands
where Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation,
and pays respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and
acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people continue to play within our community.

will be out of control if extensive high density
residential development is allowed to continue,
particularly on the western slopes of the
Andersons Creek catchment area,” he warned.

Unsightly Signs
LETTER
Dear Diary
Congratulations to the new tenants of Selby
Store [Stonehouse Gallery Collective] for
removing those unsightly advertisements.
At least we can see the colour of the
Warrandyte stone and the shape of the store
itself.
Maybe more proprietors in the area
will follow the same lead and be more
confident that their stores will withstand the
amputation of unsightly hordings.
BETTY COLES
Dudley Road
Wonga Park

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page:
Business Card Sized:
260 x 360mm $1,100 inc GST
80 x 60mm $121 inc GST
Half Page:
1/2 Business Card Sized:
260 x 175mm $715 inc GST
40 x 60mm $66 inc GST
Quarter Page:
Preferred positions loading:
129 x 175mm vertical or
Prices on application
260 x 85mm horizontal
Classifieds (Pre-paid):
$396 inc GST
From $20 for 150 characters.
Any copy or advertising received after deadline, without prior warning, may
incur an additional charge.
Design service: We can create your ad. Prices from $60 (depending on size)

Readers are advised that the
Warrandyte Diary accepts no
responsibility for financial, health
or other claims published in
advertising in this newspaper.
Responsibility for election and
referendum comment in this
issue is accepted by James
Poyner.

NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Monday, AUGUST 8, 2022.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, JULY 29, 2022.
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Community history under the hammer
By SANDI MILLER
THE FORMER South Warrandyte
Fire Station in Brumbys Road, South
Warrandyte, has been sold at auction.
The 756m 2 property was vacated
in 2016 by the brigade upon the
construction of their new premises in
Falconer Road.
The site was initially put up for sale in
March; however, following community
outcry and accusations by Member
for Warrandyte, Ryan Smith, that due
process had not been followed, the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) withdrew
the property for sale so it could be
offered to State Government agencies
and local council as part of “first right
of refusal” provisions.
A spokesperson for CFA said the
property was put up to Council for “first
right of refusal” in 2016 and therefore
were not obliged to offer it again.
However, after Mr Smith raised the
issue in Parliament, they offered it a
second time.
Community groups such as
Warrandyte Scouts, Warrandyte Men’s
Shed and Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House all showed interest in operating
out of the premises — but it appears the
highly restrictive overlays would have
prevented these uses.
Mayor of Manningham, Cr Michelle
Kleinert, told the Diary Council was
eventually offered the property but
turned it down.
“Even if Council was gifted the
property, we would not have accepted
it as there was no scope in the planning
overlays to allow community use,” she
said.
The property was listed as RCZ3,
with an Environmental Significance
Overlay, Bushfire Management
Overlay, and a Heritage Overlay.
Potential uses for the property were
listed as a dwelling, bed and breakfast,
market, restaurant, farm, winery,
or rural store, with the estate agent,
Jellis Craig highlighting the potential
restaurant use as “STCA” in their sales
material.
The site was acquired in the 1960s by
the brigade, and the current building

was constructed by the community
with community funds in the 1980s.
The station was made redundant
when the CFA provided the brigade
with a $6 million upgraded station in
Falconer Road.
The CFA volunteers were joined by
career staff, who later became Fire
Rescue Victoria (FRV).
Mr Smith said he was disappointed
the State Government did not try to
keep the property in community hands.
He said he thought Council should
have been given more opportunity to
consider the options for the site.
“When it first got put on the market,
clearly the proper process hadn’t been
followed and there was limited time in
the following weeks in the lead up to
today’s sale.
“I think there should have been more
opportunity for Council to consult
with the community and come up
with some options about what would
be allowed.
“It is a community asset that I think
should have remained in community
hands; the government has been
completely recalcitrant in not allowing
the community to use it for so long.
“The community has asked on
many occasions that it be used for
community use, it is just incredibly
disappointing that we have got to a
situation where a community built
asset, that is loved by the residents and
everyone that is associated with South
Warrandyte CFA for so many years has
moved into private hands.”
T h e C FA S p o k e s p e r s o n s a i d
he understands the community
connection to the site.
“In even the most modest of these
sheds, they contain the commitments
made by the members to the brigades
— so much community history is
bound up in these buildings.”
Former Captain of South Warrandyte
CFA, Greg Kennedy, along with other
former and present members of the
brigade, attended the auction to say
farewell to their old shed.
“Very disappointed that Manningham
Council didn’t react quickly and
promptly in securing a great asset

Photos: SANDI MILLER

Old South Warrandyte shed auction is “pumping”
for the community; it is now lost and
gone,” he said.
The building was eventually sold to a
car enthusiast who bought the property
for $980,000 (plus GST) to convert into
a dwelling.
A friend of the purchaser told the
Diary he particularly liked the property
because of the large garage where he
could house his many cars.

Sold!

Past and present CFA members, with (centre) Ryan Smith MP

June Manningham Council Meeting wrap
By JAMES POYNER
MANNINGHAM Council endorsed
officer recommendations for its
annual community development,
arts, and festival and events programs.
Council allocated around $217,000
for projects across the municipality.
For the communities in Yarra
Ward, recipients were Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House, Park
Orchards Community House and
Learning Centre, the Pottery Expo,
Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute and
Arts Association Inc. (WMIAA), and
Wonga Park Community Cottage.
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
received $10,300 towards their
Reinvent, Repurpose and Restore
project, which will be an exhibition,
community development activity and
workshops/classes exploring the nine
‘Rs’ associated with sustainability:
respect, refuse, reduce, reuse, repair,
recycle, rethink, restore, and rot.

The exhibition will showcase
artworks/items made by upcycling
and repurposing pre-used materials.
It will include displays promoting
an expanded understanding of the
different behaviours that underpin
sustainability, focusing on the textile
industry.
Th ere w i ll b e w orksho ps on
upcycling, repurposing, and working
with sustainable materials, providing
opportunities for the community to
learn new skills and techniques.
Park Orchards Community House
and Learning Centre received $11,000
for their project Climate Action in Park
Orchards, a climate action group.
The Learning Centre describes the
project as:
“Our project would aim to educate
our community on best practice
options for living sustainably and
taking climate action.
We would make real change in our

community and provide a forum for
learning and change.”
The Pottery Expo received $15,000
for its next photography exhibition
and projection event; this time, it will
be entitled Connection, which will
follow the Year of Wonder and Fresh
Perspectives exhibitions the previous
two years.
Connection is planned, once again,
to utilise Taffy’s hut and wonguim
wilam park.
W M I A A re c e i v e d $ 6 , 8 7 6 f o r
a program to b o ost de clining
membership in three “key areas”.
Wonga Park Community Cottage
received $9,000 for its Youth Speak
and Play in Wonga Park project, which
aims to provide a platform for youth
engagement through spoken word,
art and music with a twilight event
showcasing the creativity of younger
people.
Expressions of interest will be open

for food trucks to create a familyfriendly environment, which appeals
to the whole community.
Draft Wonga Park Reserve
Masterplan
Council endorsed the draft
Masterplan, which will now go out
for community consultation before
endorsement of the final Masterplan
in late 2022.
Th e d ra f t p la n e st i mat e s a n
investment of around $6.8 million to
develop Wonga Park Reserve.
Councillor Carli Lange spoke to the
motion:
“This Masterplan is important.
“It identifies current needs for the
Wonga Park reserve, it identifies
the strategic future direction and
supports our community’s health and
wellbeing.
“It is an essential community asset
and one of its kind in this district with
it being the only flat, available space

for passive and active use in this
unique suburb.”
While some in the chamber spoke
to caution against investment in
recreation facilities when work is
needed on core services within the
municipality, in her closing remarks,
Cr Lange said she would “stand up
for everybody being able to have
accessibility, functionality, and safety”.
Regardless, the motion was carried
unanimously.
Council’s YourSay page indicates
that community consultation on the
draft Masterplan will close on July 22.
Other matters, with a broader
municipal focus will be covered in
the July M&N Bulletin.
Recordings and transcripts of
council meetings are available from
manningham.vic.gov.au/aboutcouncil/how-council-works/
council-meetings.
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What do we want Warrandyte to be?
talking point
JAMES CHARLWOOD is not only a
Warrandyte local but an advocate for
retaining heritage through appropriate
building.
He is Director of Cathedral Stone,
a stonemason leading in the field
of traditional stonemasonry and
conservation.
He recently gave a talk on the subject
as part of a series of talks organised
by Warrandyte Historical Society; a
recording of his talk can be found in the
link at the bottom of this story.
Following his talk, the Diary reached
out to Mr Charlwood to continue
the conversation on what we want
Warrandyte to be.
Mr Charlwood is passionate about
using heritage techniques and
materials sympathetic to that goal in
all aspects, from what materials we use
in our buildings to what our drainage
systems look like and to avoid — what
sometimes feels like — the inevitable
Elthamisation of Warrandyte if we
continue to let convenient, utilitarian,
building practices run rampant in our
town.
The Manningham Planning Scheme
is under review, and while the public
consultation has ended, it is still a
great time to start discussing what

Warrandyte is to us — its current, new
and future residents.
Mr Charlwood has noted some key
discussion points, which we have
summarised below:
Iconic landscape and
historic character
Less than an hour’s travel from
Melbourne’s CBD, and even serviced
by a direct buys route, the bush setting
and proximity to wildlife and the river
is a big draw.
So, why would we use planning
policies and overlays which work
against the natural environment, not
with it?
Our township’s history lives in the
walls of its buildings and the stones in
its footpaths and is reflected in the trees,
river and bush in which our houses sit.
Growing development pressure on
our Warrandyte Township means we’ll
lose Warrandyte as we know it.
We need to identify our unique
Warrandyte character and adopt this
into roadside landscapes and new
buildings; through context-sensitive
design, using traditional and heritagesensitive materials, our town can evolve
without losing its character.
Premiere riverfront township
By population and proximity to CBD,
Warrandyte is the number one riverfront
township; there is no other.
W a r r a n d y t e ’s c o m m u n i t y i s

responsible to all of Melbourne to be
leaders in managing river water quality
and river environs.
Concrete gutters and pipes treat
water as a waste product and discharge
polluted water into the river.
The solutions currently available to us
seem to be either spoon drains or curband-channel, which are dangerous, and
rubbish strewn or undesirable.
Water-sensitive drainage alternatives
that mimic natural water-cycle systems
would reduce stormwater runoff, and
the risk of harmful pollutants and
algae blooms impacting our natural
environment.
Carbon abatement in action
Concrete production is one of the
highest carbon-emitting activities; its
product can only be used once.
Natural stone can be dug back up and
repurposed.
State and Municipal engineers are
addicted to concrete.
Examples include the rough handling
and crude workmanship at the bridge
bus stop stairs and the poor rendition
of our civic landscape along Yarra Street
(c. 2010).
Let’s get jingoistic about Warrandyte...
or we will lose it!
The engineers are coming; let’s not
Elthamise Warrandyte.
whsoc.org.au/foundation-stonepresentation
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“Crude” modern repairs to bus stop wall clash with original stonework

No lighting upgrade for Heidelberg Road
AS REPORTED in the June Diary, on
May 25 Member for Warrandyte Ryan
Smith took to the floor of Parliament to
ask a question to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety.
Mr Smith asked the Minister:
“I have been contacted by local
resident Gail Carlton, who has raised
the condition and safety aspects of
Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road, which
turns into Yarra Street in Warrandyte.
As the major arterial for entering and
exiting the township of Warrandyte
from the west, this road is in desperate
need of upgrading.
The limited street lighting along the
road is also a concern, particularly
with Warrandyte High School and
local sporting grounds being in such
close proximity, and the cyclists on the
road also face safety issues due to the
lack of lighting.
I would ask that the Department

Photo: SANDI MILLER

of Transport complete an audit of
the road quality and safety aspects,
followed up by the necessary works to
ensure all users of the road are safe.”
Mr Smith has provided the Diary
with the response he received from
Ben Carroll, Minister for Roads and
Road Safety:
Lighting is provided on arterial roads
primarily for road safety reasons, to
help indicate a difficult alignment or
to illuminate an intersection.
Specifically, locations such as
roundabouts and traffic intersections
s h ou l d b e l i t a s t h e y p re s e nt
obstructions, lateral shifts, conflict
points or other road safety hazards.
Lighting may also be provided at
locations where it is a road safety
treatment to address a demonstrated
night-time crash history.
The Department of Transport (DoT)

has reviewed the existing lighting
along this section of Heidelberg–
Warrandyte Road and found that
the current arrangement is consistent
with the above criteria.
Furthermore, an analysis of the crash
statistics has not identified a nighttime crash problem between Orchard
Grove and Whipstick Gully Road that
would indicate a need for additional
lighting on this section of Heidelberg–
Warrandyte Road at this time.
I have asked DoT to continue to
monitor the safety and operation of
Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road and to
see what further improvements can
be made as part of a future works
program.
The Diar y also received an
overwhelming response from the
community on this story, a selection
of your responses has been reproduced
on Page 5.

Will the green wedges survive without a
Green Wedges Commissioner?
opinion
TERRY TOVEY
PRESIDENT, WARRANDYTE
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
KAHN FRANKE
PRESIDENT, GREEN WEDGE
PROTECTION GROUP
RYAN SMITH MP for Warrandyte
(June Diary) rightly draws attention
to the debt of gratitude this State owes
former Liberal Premier Rupert Hamer
for his creation of Melbourne’s green
wedges.
However, Hamer’s legacy is no
guarantee that the current Liberal
Party will uphold the purposes of
the green wedges or strengthen their
protections.
Sadly, neither of the two major
political parties can claim to be the
defender of Hamer’s vision.
Since their creation, we have
witnessed a steady erosion of the
green wedges as they have become
increasingly urbanised and sacrificed
to development.
As Planning Minister in the Brumby
Labor Government, Justin Madden

caved in to the developer lobby by
rezoning 60,000 Ha of green wedge
land for housing.
T h i s s h o c k i n g re z o n i n g w a s
unnecessary because developers
already had land-banked sufficient
land for 15 years of housing, or 25 years
at higher densities.
Rezoning green wedge land for
housing has never resulted in cheaper
land.
Developers simply bank the land and
release it on a drip feed to keep prices
and profits elevated.
On the other hand, the Bracks Labor
Government did strengthen the green
wedges by legislating a strict urban
growth boundary to prevent further
urban sprawl from creeping into the
green wedges.
However, when Matthew Guy, the
current leader of the Liberal party, was
Planning Minister, he, unfortunately,
legislated to increase the types of
developments allowed in the green
wedges, thus effectively undermining
the urban growth boundary and
opening the way for previously banned
urban uses in these areas.
The result of these changes can
be seen most dramatically in the

south eastern green wedges, where
green wedge land has been sacrificed
to 12 large churches and private
schools, which do not serve the rural
residents of the green wedge but urban
populations.
These institutions have seized the
opportunity for “cheap” rural land for
urban purposes.
Premier Andrews promised to
strengthen protections for the green
wedges before the 2018 election, but
four years on, this promise remains
unfulfilled.
At least the current Government
hasn’t done any further harm to the
green wedges during its eight years
in power.
However, it could easily have
reversed the destructive Matthew
Guy changes but has chosen not to.
The green wedges were primarily
intended to provide for conservation,
agriculture, and an open green
landscape — the lungs of Melbourne.
The problem is that no one is
responsible for their protection, and so
they are steadily diminished by private
interests, negligent governments and
councils, and a legal system that is
stacked against the community.

Whenever there is an assault on a
green wedge, it falls to community
groups to mount a defence.
These community groups are poorly
resourced and are no match for private
interests or government indifference.
If the Hamer vision is to survive,
there must be a statutory advocate for
the green wedges.
We n e e d a G re e n We dg e
Commissioner with the power to
advocate for the green wedges, much
like the Birrarung Council was created
to look after the Yarra.
A Green Wedge Commissioner,
answerable to the Victorian Parliament
and charged with the responsibility to
ensure green wedge integrity, could:
• Monitor the health and welfare
of the green wedges and identify
threats that need to be addressed.
• Monitor the performance of
local governments and other
government authorities in fulfilling
their planning responsibilities for
the green wedges.
• Advocate for the protection
of the green wedges before
relevant tribunals and with other
government authorities.
• Report regularly to the Parliament

on the welfare of the green wedges
and make recommendations to the
government about any legislative
or regulatory changes that may be
needed to support and enhance
the wedges.
Such an office would give enduring
protection to the green wedges and
withstand short-term decisionmaking that often accompanies
frequent government changes.
It would also ensure that government
policies concerning the protection
of biodiversity, climate change and
agriculture close to Melbourne were
supported.
We need a visionary government like
the Hamer Government, one that will
be a champion for the green wedges
and appoint a champion to protect
them.
The green wedges can’t look after
themselves.
In the words of the Joni Mitchell
song:
Don’t it always seem to go
That you don’t know what you’ve got
‘til it’s gone
They paved paradise put up a parking lot
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your say

Community says no to rural road “upgrade”
lighting along the whole road.
There is a dedicated cycle path from
the High School to Pound Road,
which is in the process of being
extended — which should more than
adequately cater for cyclists with
concerns about riding on the road.
At the committee meeting, a
comment was made that there is
a sense of place and homecoming
when driving into Warrandyte
through darker, quieter spaces.
There was agreement that the current
lighting appeared adequate for the
traffic volumes.
The Society is becoming increasingly
concerned that continued upward
pressure on increasing physical
infrastructure — be it roadworks,
lighting, kerb and channelling
or signage — has the capacity to
severely compromise the semi-rural
surrounds of Warrandyte.
The Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road
runs through sensitive river valley
areas and is significant in a historical
context as the main entrance to the
town.
The Society seeks to be involved in
any further discussion of any plans to
change it.
Warrandyte Historical Society

Dear Diary,
The article in the June Warrandyte
Diary on Page 10 MP calls for road
upgrades surprised me.
The article said Mr Ryan Smith,
our local member of Parliament,
was speaking for Warrandyte
constituents; had I missed a forum
with Mr Ryan Smith to discuss his
proposal for upgrading our roads
and road lighting?
Warrandyte has a special character, it
isn’t like Doncaster or Templestowe,
so I would like to respond as a
resident of over 40 years.
Warrandyte has extensive bushland,
a history of gold mining and is
settled along the banks of the Yarra
River.
It isn’t your usual suburban area.
The concern about the main arterial
road being in urgent need of
upgrading is unnecessary.
The road heading towards
Warrandyte High School from
Andersons Creek Road has recently
been resurfaced with new line
markings and is excellent to drive on.
The pedestrian crossing at the High
School is well lit at night.
The area is abundantly lit, as
students would have left the school
grounds before dark, and does not
need unnecessary extra lighting.
Installing additional road lighting on
our rural, unlit roads would change
the rural entry into Warrandyte.

I have travelled safely on that road
into the township for over 40 years,
and I have a sense of relief that I have
left suburbia behind… no curbs, no
bright lighting, only the headlights
of my car.
Over my 40 years here, I haven’t
encountered an accident on
Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road; that
isn’t saying none have occurred.
It is a safe stretch of road.
Our nocturnal native animals benefit
from our minimally lit or unlit rural
roads.
The west end of Warrandyte
township is well lit with its
pedestrian crossing, the local
businesses and carpark lights, and
the lights of the sporting fields.
The Warrandyte township and
Warrandyte roads seem well serviced
with lighting and good road surfaces.
Who are these people who want the
semi-rural village character with
its adequately lit areas and unlit
roads to have more road lighting
and upgraded roads where it’s not
required?
Surely all our voices should be heard
before advocating for change that
could change the character of our
area and township.
Dianne Phillips,
Blair Street
Warrandyte

Dear Diary,
We experienced a strong sense of
déjà vu when we read the article on
Page 10 of the June 2022 Warrandyte
Diary advising that the Member for
Warrandyte, Ryan Smith, has raised
in Parliament the need to upgrade
Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road, in
particular in relation to street lighting
near the location of the High School.
In November 2019, Mr Smith also
raised this issue in parliament,
advising that the stretch of road
he requested an upgrade for was
between Andersons Creek Road and
Harris Gully Road.
In his 2022 update, he also refers to
Yarra Street.
In 2019 reference was made
regarding “little to no street lighting,
built-up vegetation on the edges and
blind corners”.
We are interested to know which
constituents Mr Smith believes
he is speaking for — certainly not
ourselves, residents of over 25 years
who use this road daily.
We have travelled this stretch of road
at night since reading the article and
noted the lighting.
In the vicinity of Warrandyte High
School, the road is quite well lit, and
there would be very few — if any —
students left on the campus after
dark.
We also did not feel any safety
concerns driving the entire stretch of
the road and believe the lighting to be
adequate and appropriate.

Mr Smith also raised concerns
regarding the safety of cyclists;
however, the existing bike and
pedestrian path would seem the
most appropriate place for cyclists
to ride if the condition of the road
was of concern — perhaps there
would be more benefit in advocating
to connect this bike path to other
existing paths in an environmentally
sensitive manner, rather than
increased lighting.
Warrandyte is a very special suburb
with a unique character, focusing
on the natural environment and its
historical links.
Unnecessarily increasing lighting
along this stretch of WarrandyteHeidelberg Road would be
detrimental to wildlife and detract
from the semi-rural feel of this area.
Similarly, “upgrading” the road
would alter the character as you drive
through this historic town centre —
we are not just another suburb of
Manningham.
We do not want to look like
Doncaster or Templestowe.
We do not understand why there is
a need to increase the lighting and
upgrade the road.
An opportunity for all residents to
respond before any changes of this
nature are considered would seem
appropriate.
Kind regards
Margaret and Paul Kelly
Warrandyte

such a wonderful and unique place
like Warrandyte.
I, for one, feel privileged to be able to
live in this special place.
Many choices abound throughout
our metropolis if I want greater
urbanisation.
Warrandyte is a national treasure.
We should protect Hamer’s vision.
As always, maintaining the intrinsic
link between the natural landscape
and development boundaries is never
easy.
We know from earlier attempts to
diminish the semi-rural character
of Warrandyte that there is broad
community support for maintaining
the character of our unique town.

We are in Manningham, but we are
not Doncaster or Templestowe and
“upgrading” Heidelberg-Warrandyte
Road to be like them is a retrograde
step.
Broad consultation is essential and
must be underpinned by a robust
sentiment of protecting places of
natural character (as espoused by
Hamer) for the future.
We are but the current custodians of
this special place.
Don Hughes
Pound Road

Dear Diary,
At its recent committee meeting,
the Warrandyte Historical Society
discussed the call to upgrade the
Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road by
Ryan Smith.
Mr Smith has said the following:
“As the major arterial for entering and
exiting the township of Warrandyte
from the west this road is in desperate
need of upgrading.
The limited street lighting along the
road is also concerning, particularly
with Warrandyte High School and
local sporting grounds being in such
close proximity and the cyclists on the
road also face safety issues, due to the
lack of lighting.”
The Society has not sighted any data
to back the claim that the road is in
“desperate need of upgrading”.
It would appear that Mr Smith is
responding to some constituents’
concerns without reference to the
wider community and residents,
many of whom have lived in the area

for many years, are frequent users
of the road, and may have divergent
views.
The Society considers that any
changes to the road need to be
considered in the context of its
approach to the historic township
and its environmental and landscape
values.
The committee considered the recent
resurfacing and line marking from
Andersons Creek Road to the High
school as one recent upgrade that has
been beneficial.
It was noted that lighting at the
Baseball Ground at Mullum Mullum
appears more than adequate, with six
or more streetlights along the road
illuminating the area and the bus
stop.
The High School also has a number of
streetlights adjacent to its front fence
that light the bus stop and surrounds.
If more lights are deemed necessary
at this node, could this not be just a
small, localised upgrade rather than
instigating a wholesale review of

Dear Diary,
Once again, there is a call from
Ryan Smith, our local member of
Parliament, to upgrade the main
Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road due to
an “urgent need for upgrading”.
The basis for this statement is
presently unclear, without any
information on accidents or incidents
to back it up.
The push for an upgrade is also
unclear, with no reference to any
particular constituent groups who
have raised the condition of the road
as a problem.
This road is the major road leading
into the township from the west.
Currently, it is a wide rural road
through green spaces and lowerdensity housing (little of which
actually fronts the road).
There are just a few (six) side roads
from Mullum Mullum Creek to Pound
Road.
From here, the road bends downhill
into the township (again, few houses
front the road, and there are limited
side roads).

This part is considered the township
entrance point.
The call for an audit of road quality
and safety is one thing, but to call
for any resultant work undertaken
without any idea of scope and scale
could be disastrous.
Any major works such as rewidening,
installing extensive lighting and
permanent bike paths would change
the rural aspect of this road forever.
The Warrandyte community would
surely wish to be involved in any
major planning for this road.
So far, there has been one recent
upgrade with the resurfacing and line
markings from Anderson Creek Road
to the High School, which has led to
improved driving conditions.
It has been observed that there is
good street lighting outside the
Baseball grounds at Mullum Mullum
Creek, reasonable lighting outside the
High School and the road junctions
have street lighting.
If there is a need to improve lighting,
it should be limited to the particular
spot where a problem exists rather

than undertaking larger changes
that could change the semi-rural
ambience of the road and its
surroundings.
With regard to cyclists and the main
road, there is a cycle track adjoining
a major part of the road, and there
are plans to extend it to complete
a cycleway from the bike path at
Mullum Mullum to the township.
This would then provide a safe cycling
environment.
I have a sense of “be careful what you
wish for”.
There seems to be continual pressure
to increase the physical infrastructure
around the township.
Roads, lighting, kerb and channelling,
and drainage all have the capacity
to severely compromise the semirural surroundings and country
lifestyle feel of Warrandyte that was
so valued during the recent pandemic
lockdowns.
Valerie Polley
Warrandyte

Dear Diary
Is there not an existing bike path
along Warrandyte-Heidelberg Road
from Pound Road to at least the High
School?
If it is extended to Beasley’s Nursery
to connect to the Yarra Trail,
then the need for road lighting
to accommodate bicycle riders is
eliminated — and the safety of those
choosing to ride enhanced.
I suspect additional lighting along
this road will encourage higher
speeds and more accidents,
especially around the baseball
ground/Beasley’s/caravan park/

Andersons Creek Road area, which
is already quite dangerous at times,
even in broad daylight.
As a frequent user of this road — at
all hours of the day — I am against
the idea of additional lighting on the
road.
Perhaps an engagement with bicycle
riders to encourage them to use the
bike path may be more useful?
Janis Coates
Amersham Drive
Warrandyte

Dear Diary,
As a resident of Warrandyte for the
past 34 years, I am opposed to the
urbanisation of our rural road; it has
too many trucks passing through
Warrandyte, and the roads are not
designed for cyclists, who should
consider their safety before using
them.
I agree that an upgrade could change
the gateway to our town.
Ray Babarikas
Warrandyte

Dear Diary,
Alongside last month’s fine and
eloquently written op-ed, The Green
Wedge, an enduring Liberal legacy
by our State member Ryan Smith, I
was a bit bamboozled to read that
simultaneously in State Parliament,
he is calling for the urbanisation
of the rural road gateway to our
township, namely HeidelbergWarrandyte Road.
Perhaps I read it out of context.
Seemingly at odds with the
underlying philosophy of the Green
Wedge, increased street lighting
outside the High School and local
sporting grounds is hardly a safety
issue.

At night, students and players need
lighting where they study and train.
A recently added cycle pathway to the
school is a far safer alternative to the
road, no matter how well lit.
The focus should be on
environmentally friendly alternatives
to road traffic; walking and cycling
paths around Warrandyte can be
improved and extended.
This presents an excellent opportunity
to gather the thoughts of our youth
and the ever-growing number of
people choosing to cycle.
The road quality of the main western
arterial road (Heidelberg-Warrandyte
Road) must be maintained for safety.
Good surfacing and well-defined

markings (cat’s eyes, reflective linage,
et cetera) are a sustainable and
more environmentally appropriate
alternative.
The concept of upgrading to light
it up like a Christmas tree seems at
odds with the idea of protecting our
riverside township’s unique character
and natural environment.
The special feel of Warrandyte, as
Ryan Smith articulates well in his
article, was an early revolutionary
shift in environmental awareness
planted in our consciousness
by (ultimately the Premier) the
Honourable R.J. Hamer in 1968.
We should feel blessed that this seed
was sown and continue to protect
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Foote Street closure, expect delays
By SUSAN FOREMAN
FITZSIMONS L ANE’S fourth
intersection is set to be upgraded at
Williamsons Road-Foote Street this
month, as the Major Roads project
heats up to complete three months’
work in six weeks this winter.
Major works ramped up to commence
with the school holidays and will
continue until Sunday, August 7, with
the intersection at Foote Street and
Williamsons Road in Templestowe to
be upgraded with additional approach
lanes and extended turn lanes.
These works will be carried out
between 6am and 10pm, seven days
a week.
Member for East Metropolitan Region
Sonja Terpstra said: “Over these winter
months, we’ll get on with upgrading
the Williamsons Road-Foote Street
intersection — improving traffic flow
and making it quicker and safer to get
around Templestowe.
“As these works ramp up, we
encourage the community to continue
to support our local traders as we
complete this important infrastructure
upgrade.”
These improvements will help reduce
congestion on Fitzsimons Lane/

Williamsons Road and Foote Street.
Pave m e nt ma rki ng s, sig nag e,
drainage, and street lighting will also
be upgraded to cater for the improved
intersection.
To add the approach lanes and
extend the turn lanes, crews will
renew drainage systems, carry out
earthworks, laying new asphalt, and
install new traffic signals.
Drivers travelling east to west can
expect road closures and detours in the
area as the work is carried out.
There’ll be delays expected of up to
20 minutes.
Williamsons Road will remain open
for those travelling towards Doncaster
or Eltham.
Finishing works around the
intersection will continue until later
in the year to complete asphalting,
line-marking, signage installation and
final utility works.
Traffic management will be in place
to keep workers and road users safe.
Williamsons Road is an extension of
Fitzsimons Lane, connecting Eltham
and Templestowe to neighbouring
eastern and northern suburbs and the
Eastern Freeway, carrying more than
60,000 vehicles daily.

Replanting plans
Students with a passion for
sustainability have been given a
masterclass in local flora from the
Edendale Community Environment
Farm staff and the Fitzsimons Lane
Upgrade team.
Eltham MP Vicki Ward, Nillumbik
Shire Council Mayor Frances Eyre and
Nillumbik Shire Councillor Natalie
Duffy joined environment captains
from Eltham High School at the local
farm in May to learn more about how
the project is enriching habitats and
supporting the area’s rich biodiversity.
Vicki Ward said the project had
reached an exciting point, with major
works kicking off as well as hundreds
of trees and thousands of shrubs set to
be planted along the Fitzsimons Lane
Upgrade as part of the project design.
“We are planting hundreds of native
trees and grasses as well as more than
5,000 shrubs,” Ms Ward said.
Last year, the project partnered with
the Rotary Club of Eltham, which
saw 14 local schools and community
groups sow some 6,750 locally grown
and indigenous seedlings at home and
in the community, including Diamond
Creek Trail at Wattle Glen.
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Eltham High School students at Edendale Farm

The Census and Warrandyte: The story of us
By SANDI MILLER
THE AUSTRALIAN Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) has released the data from the
2021 Census.
Collected every five years, the ABS
provides a snapshot of life in Australia
in raw data.
This data contains the story of who
we are as a community.
Note the numbers have been adjusted
for privacy by ABS, so may not always
agree across categories.
Postcode 3113 is 26.1km 2 and on
August 10, 2021, 8,562 people were
residing in 2,771 households, with
most of us living in family households,
with an average household size of
three.
Drilling down the data, there are 828
households comprising two people,
800 of those in a family unit.
There are 541 households with three
members, 647 with four, 292 with five
and 100 containing more than six
people.
Couples without children account
for 738 households, and couples with
children total 1,368.
There are 264 single-parent families
and six other family types.
There are also 39 group households
and 359 people living alone.
We overwhelmingly live in standalone houses, with 2,744 occupied and
111 unoccupied houses in Warrandyte.
T h e re a re 2 1 s e m i - d e t a c h e d
townhouses or flats and five households

living in caravans.
We are a town of homeowners.
Just under half of us (1,188 or 43.3
per cent) are lucky enough to own
our homes outright; another 47.3 per
cent, or 1,352, have a mortgage, with
less than 1 per cent (236) renting or in
another form of tenure.
The national average sees 32.2 per
cent of homes owned outright, 36.1 per
cent owned with a mortgage, and 28.5
per cent rented.
Regarding sex, 4,277 of us are male,
and 4,292 are female.
The median age of people in
Warrandyte at 44. the Australian
median age was 38.
There are:
• 79 aged 85+,
• 407 aged 75-84,
• 899 aged 65-74,
• 1,278 aged 55-64,
• 1,546 aged 45-54,
• 922 aged 35-44,
• 372 aged 25-34,
• 538 aged 20-24,
• 746 aged 15-19,
• 1,173 aged 5-14, and
• 400 aged 0-4.
Warranditians are mostly Australianborn (6,768), while 1,584 were foreignborn from diverse places, including
England, China, New Zealand, South
Africa, Italy, India, Netherlands, and
Germany.
However, 7,908 of us are Australian
citizens, and 39 people identify as
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Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.
Our ancestry, defined by our parent’s
place of birth, is most commonly:
• Australian 2,257
• English 2,170
• Irish 817
• Scottish 725
• Italian 309
• German 201
• Greek 112
• Dutch 81
• Chinese 33
Most of us speak only English, but
421 people speak a second language
at home, including Chinese, Greek,
Italian, German, Arabic, Afrikaans
and Persian.
There are 2,513 of us attending an
educational institution, with 4,818
people having completed Year 12 or
equivalent.
Our median total personal weekly
income is $964, or a $3,052 median
family income, with a median monthly
mortgage repayment of $2,300, or $500
per week in rent.

Comparatively, across Victoria, the
median weekly income was $803 for
individuals and $2,136 for families.
Of those over 15 years old, 1,597
undertook voluntary work, 1,206
provided unpaid care for an invalid
relative, and 2,249 offered unpaid
childcare for their own or someone
else’s children.
The ABS asked for the first time about
military service, and we learnt that 157
people in Warrandyte have served in
the defence forces.
Religion
Most Warrandyte residents identify
as having no religion (4,441), with
the largest faith being Christian
denominations (a combined 3,479),
including Catholic (1487), Anglican
(697), Eastern Orthodox (238), and
Uniting (233), along with believers of
other denominations.
A small number of residents identify
with Buddhism, Islam, Seventh
Day Adventist, Hindu, Sikhism and
Judaism.

However, 387 people did not or
“inadequately” complete the question
on religion, which would include
anyone purporting to be Jedi or
Pastafarian.
Warrandyte, therefore, is less religious
than the Australian average, with 38.9
per cent of Australia’s population
reported having no religion in the 2021
Census.
Statistician Dr David Gruen AO said,
“The religion question holds a special
place in the Census — it is one of the
few topics that has been in every one of
Australia’s 18 Censuses and is the only
voluntary question.
“Despite being voluntary, we saw an
increase in the proportion of people
answering the question, from 91 per
cent in 2016 to 93 per cent in 2021.”
He said Census religion data shows
a characteristic of Australia that has
changed significantly over the past
two decades.
“Knowing about the religious
affiliation across the population
supports local planning for facilities,
goods and services for Australians
who identify as religious and helps
them live according to their beliefs,”
said Dr Gruen.
For the first time, the Census also
provided a third category for sex,
allowing for a non-binary response.
This data will not be released
until October, along with workplace
participation and education statistics.
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Harris Gully Road remains under investigation
council notes

By CR CARLI LANGE
IT WAS BROUGHT to my attention
late Thursday night of the Queen’s
Birthday long weekend that chainsaws
could be heard and seen on the Harris
Gully Road property where trees were
reported to have been felled late last
year.
Residents were ter r ified and
g e n u i n e l y w o r r i e d t h a t m o re
significant trees and precious
biodiverse bushland may have been
further destroyed or moved.
Residents called Warrandyte and
Doncaster Police Stations and the
Manningham Council after-hours
service.
Police and Council Officers attended
to investigate activity occurring on the

land on Thursday night and Saturday
of the Queen’s Birthday long weekend.
At this stage, there is no evidence to
identify any further breaches of the
planning scheme.
Officers are still working with
Council’s solicitor regarding the
current legal proceedings and are also
investigating the most recent events
on the land.
The Chalet, Park Orchards
A much loved, valued, and
important building is falling into
disrepair as the community watch
helpless with disbelief — The Chalet
in Park Orchards, established in 1928
on Park Road.
According to historical manuscripts,
Park Orchards began as a bushland
subdivision during the 1920s and has
retained that quality until the present
day.
It is 23km north-east of Melbourne,
situated between Ringwood (to its
south) and Warrandyte.
Before its 1920s subdivision Park
Orchards was part of the orchard
country covering Doncaster and
Warrandyte.
In 1902, the prominent orchardist,
Tom Petty, purchased nearly one
square mile of the Park Orchards
district, converting it into 80 orchard
blocks with windbreaks of pine trees

and natural bush.
Another orchardist, a nephew of
Petty’s, bought 100 acres north of
Petty’s holding.
In 1925, Australis Sharp and John
Taylor, South Melbourne timber
m e rc h a n t s, b o u g h t 6 0 0 a c re s
(including Petty’s land) and had it
subdivided by Saxil Tuxen and Miller.
The circular street pattern is
distinctively Mahony-Griffin-inspired.
The chalet was built in about 1928
on Park Road.
It later became a function venue.
During World War II, the Army used
several acres near the chalet for a
secure radio interception area; about
400 personnel were housed there.
One resident quotes:
“I am looking at the Chalet, which
is falling further into disrepair and
wondering what can become of it.
The nursing home project seems to
have failed, and the heritage, BMO,
and low-density residential overlays
on the 1.5-acre property mean it
cannot be subdivided.
The Chalet is languishing and rotting
away with no plans on the table for
its rebirth.
If nothing happens with the Chalet,
I suspect it will either burn down or
become a hazardous structure, which
would be a pity.
It is in a prime position in Park

Get on board Plastic Free July
VICTORIA WILL HAVE a single-use
plastics ban enforced by the State
Government from February 2023.
Single-use plastics make up a third
of the waste we see on our streets and
in our waterways — they are difficult
and costly to clean up.
Manningham Council is encouraging
participation in the Plastic Free July
challenge to support its residents in
preparing for the ban.
Manningham Mayor Cr Michelle
Kleinert said waste is a global issue,
but the solution is in many ways local.
“We can all participate in the
movement to minimise waste —
Plastic Free July is a great opportunity
to take on a challenge or just start by
making one change,” she said.
Did you know that single-use
plastics;
• are often used for only a few
minutes but remain in the
environment for a long time,
• pollute the environment, harm
wildlife, and contaminate our food
and water,
• include straws, cutlery, plates,

stirrers, expanded polystyrene
food and drink containers, and
cotton bud sticks.
Plastic Free July is a global movement
helping people to be part of the
solution to plastic pollution.
During July, Council’s Waste Team
will host five pop-up events at local
activity centres to engage residents in
conversations around reducing waste.
The pop-up events will be held at:
• Templestowe Village, at Kelly’s
Corner.
Saturday, July 23, 9am to 11am
• Macedon Square, under the shade
sails.
Saturday, July 23, 2pm to 4pm
• Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte,
outside the IGA.
Sunday, July 24 11am to 1pm
• Tunstall Square, at the plaza near
Beverly Street.
Saturday, July 30, 9am to 11am
• Jackson Court, outside Jackson
Court Pharmacy.
Saturday, July 30, 2pm to 4pm
Can’t make it to any of these events?
You can still take on the challenge
and consider the changes you can
make now to reduce your plastic
waste.
You don’t have to make many
changes all at once; however, these are
some great ideas to help you reduce
your waste:

Orchards and should be put to good
community use!”.
Wonga Park Reserve Masterplan
As the largest area of Council
managed active open space within
the Wonga Park area, the reserve is a
significant community resource for
the district.
It provides a wide range of sporting,
recreation and community facilities
that are not available elsewhere within
the suburb.
External consultants were engaged
to develop the Wonga Park Reserve
Masterplan, with key project objectives
to identify current needs, future
strategic direction and support our
community’s health and wellbeing.
A total of 85 low, medium and high
recommendations related to various
elements of the reserve have been
developed within categories:
1. Improve access between Ovals
1 and 2 and around the reserve
facilities (accessibility).
2. Reconstruct Ovals (1 and 2) for
better quality turf, standard sizing,
lighting drainage (functionality).
3. Extend main pavilion and provide
satellite facilities to support Oval
2, netball courts and bike jumps
area (gender equality).
4. Trim or remove encroaching
vegetation, improve drainage to

This column was written by Cr
Carli Lange and reflects her views
and opinions.
Cr Lange is not the official
spokesperson for Council.

Pre-parties are a
risk to teen safety
talking point

• Choose to refuse plastic bags and
instead use reusable grocery and
produce bags.
• Choose to refuse single-use coffee
cups; these can’t be recycled and
end up in landfills.
• Try to avoid buying bottled water
and instead use a reusable bottle.
• Start composting at home to
reduce your food waste.
• Place a “no junk mail” sticker on
your letter box.
For more information on how
you can reduce your plastics, go to
www.plasticfreejuly.org or contact
Council’s Waste team on 9840 9333 or
at waste@manningham.vic.gov.au.

stop debris and planting other
areas (sustainability).
5. Upgrade/improve play
experiences and investigate traffic
management improvements on
Old Yarra Road. (safety)
Also, I love how the Wonga Park
Reser ve Masterplan details the
history about each key user group
emphasising what wonderful sports
clubs we have in Wonga Park and
the authentic active and passive
recreation comprised within Wonga
Park Reser ve, such as the dirt
bike jumps, play spaces including
Gooligulch, access paths, Wonga Park
Hall and Wonga Park Community
Centre including cottage, Maternal
and Child health service, occasional
Child Care.
I encourage the Wonga Park
community and the reserve users to
review and engage in the consultation
process, in a method that is available
to them, so this draft masterplan can
incorporate community feedback
on the 85 suggested actions on this
valuable, one-of-a-kind reserve in
Wonga Park.

By NAOMI OAKLEY
AS AN EXPERT in private party
management, and a 27-year
community safety background
(Mother/Police/Security business
owner/Safety Awareness Trainer),
I am extremely concerned at the
number of parents that are putting
our teenagers in harm’s way by
allowing our young people to get
absolutely wasted by way of drinking
copious amounts of alcohol (at “preparties”) and then allowing these kids
to leave their home and travel (God
knows how) to the party destination.
I provide safety services throughout
Melbourne and have witnessed
the condition of some of our young
people that have presented at private
events I have been assigned to.
Not only are parents putting these
young people at risk of alcoholrelated injury at their home but
the ripple effect of kids entering
the public domain (in some cases)
unable to stand, catching any form
of transport when they are in no
condition to leave their home, and
having no idea (situation awareness)

of the risks that are around them
(sexual assault, being run over).
Host parents need to understand
the duty of care that is required when
these young people attend their
family home.
Other parents are hoping that these
parents/hosts look after their child
in a safe manner by providing the
adequate duty of care required.
These same parents are exposing
other people’s children to risks that
can be prevented.
It is an offence in Victoria to serve
a person who is intoxicated at a
licensed venue.
It should also be a penalty for
parents to serve or host events where
under-age kids are knowingly getting
drunk.
Parents also need to understand
that duty of care extends to ensuring
people leave their home in a safe
manner.
If you can’t put these gatherings/
pre-parties on responsibly then do
not host them or you could be liable.
I am now in the process of liaising
with schools to organise forums for
parents considering hosting such
events.
We need to get this message out
before it is too late.

Dates for your diary
Next market:
Saturday August 6
8am–1pm
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Winter Solstice time to celebrate our river
By SANDI MILLER
THE WINTER Solstice is often a time of
curling up in front of a fire with a good
book, or for some, it might be dancing
naked in the forest.
For the Birrarung/Yarra Riverkeeper,
Charlotte Sterrett, what better thing to
do than take a swim in the Birrarung?
On a crisp winter’s day, Charlotte
and a hardy crew, including the
ABC’s Sammy J, took to her favourite
swimming hole to celebrate the solstice
and World Bathing Day.
She spoke to the Diary before taking
a dip.
“In the Southern Hemisphere, we
get the cold end of the stick, but we
are here to celebrate all that is good
and wonderful about the Birrarung/
Yarra River.
“We are in North Warrandyte at
my favourite swimming hole where I
come with my family and friends in the
summer and sometimes in the winter
when my daughter wants to come and
swim,” she said.
Charlotte said the good news is that
the Riverkeepers Association was
setting a target to have a swimmable
Birarrung by 2030.
“We want to have a swimmable river
from source to sea.
“At the moment, there are only certain
parts of the river that you can swim in,
Warrandyte being one of them.
She said swimming in Warrandyte
after heavy rain is not recommended
because of the pollution that enters
the river, and when you get further
downstream, the water quality gets
worse and worse.
“In fact, when you get past Dights
Falls, you are not allowed to swim, so
we would like to see many changes
to help the river become protected,
healthy and loved so that everybody
can swim in the river by 2030 — we
think is achievable.”
She said the EPA measure the levels
of E. coli, which is one of the indicators
they use, so when those levels are too
high, you are not allowed to swim — or
they suggest that you don’t.

But other pollutants are coming
into the river, polystyrene particularly
f u r t h e r d ow n s t re a m, c h e m i ca l
pollution, a lot of sediment runoff,
fertilisers, and agricultural waste that
end up in the river.
But she said there are plans to change
all that.
“There is research being done, we
have some of those people here today
from Regen Melbourne and from the
Yarra Yabbies who are here to have a
swim here at this end of town so they
can see what that is like, and then we
can replicate that downstream with
actual swimming pools — five of them.
“In Warrandyte, we are very lucky,
in summer the river is a bit lower, and
there are some beautiful rocks, and
when you are sitting in the middle of
that river, it is the best place on earth.
“We can swim here year-round, and
we want that for everyone.”
She said the solstice swim was a huge
success.
“We had so many people, and
everyone loved it — the look on
people’s faces was pure joy, but pure
cold terror.”
Sammy J said all that was on his mind
when he got the feeling back in the
bottom half of his body was to perhaps
have a pie at the Warrandyte Bakery.
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A conversation with
Charlotte Sterrett

ENVIRONMENTALIST and Yarra
Riverkeeper Charlotte Sterrett
has partnered with Whitehorse
Manningham Libraries for an event
in late July.
On the afternoon of July 28, those
interested are invited to attend the
Warrandyte branch of Whitehorse
Ma n n i n g h a m L i b r a r i e s f o r a
conversation about conservation
and river health.
Hear all about our local river,
including Charlotte’s favourite spots
(she’s a local), why river health is

Woodfire Pizza Special

2 PIZZA'S & 2 GLASSES
OF WINE OR BEER

DINE IN ONLY

Solar and battery design, installation and maintenance
Solar Victoria authorised retailer CEC ACCREDITED SOLAR COMPANY

104 Melbourne HIll Road
Warrandyte

crucial to functioning communities,
and how you can become more
involved in supporting the Yarra/
Birrarung so that it is healthy, loved,
and protected, now and into the
future.
This event is free, but places are
limited, so booking is required.
V i s i t w w w . w m l . v i c . g o v. a u /
Services/Events-Programs to book
a place at the talk and see what other
special events the library network has
planned.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
FOR

$35

• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates
9844 0396

Certified Practising Accountants
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Saying goodbye to the long night
By JAMES POYNER
MONTSALVAT put on a special event
to celebrate the Winter Solstice.
The event on Saturday, June 18, had
families entertained with roaming
fire twirlers, ceramicist Kiko Matsui
opened her studio to the public, and
there were film screenings, live music
and performances, and a lantern walk.
The event was ticketed and sold out,
but the Diary was lucky enough to
have local photographer Bill McAuley
in attendance, who captured the fun.
If you missed the action, there
are many forthcoming events at
Montsalvat, including; artists from St
Andrews’ Baldessin Press, Ros Muston
and Kate Shearer and their exhibition,
Marks of Time; or performances from
the Victorian Opera, Trio Anima
Mundi or Sharon and Slava Grigoryan.
Art lovers should also head to the
Barn Gallery to view the finalists of
the prestigious Rick Amor Self-Portrait
Prize, which includes work from
Warrandyte artist Esther Schouten.
Find more details at:
www.montsalvat.com.au

6 year old Keira

4 year old Wade with lantern

Photos: BILL McAULEY
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Back to school: That should cheer the kids up, right?
mental health
By NATALIE RINEHART

B.A.Sci (Psych); Grad.Dip.App.Psych

ALL THROUGHOUT COVID and the
lockdowns, we have been worried
about our kids and focused on getting
them back to school.
That magic marker of “they will be
ok if they are with their teachers and
mates”.
For many kids, this has been the case.
They are back, laughing, learning and
maturing — all the usual stuff.
However, some of our children
have not returned to school joyfully,
re-entered their sports/community
groups happily and picked back up on
the “normal” ebb and flow of family
life.
Why?
Out of social practice and
experiencing social anxiety
Being a teenager is a naturally
anxious time.
Concerns about who they want to be,
friends, relationships, strengths and
weaknesses are common.
Their ability to practice in-person
discussions, read body language, and
walk past large groups of their peers
without panicking stalled.
Add COVID stress and remote
learning, and you have the recipe for
social anxiety.
Lockdowns were severe but also safe.
There were no class presentations,
no entering a mate’s party looking hot
but casual, no working out where to sit
on a busy bus.
If you’re watching your teen struggle
to get out the door for school, saying
no to group gatherings or refusing to
return to community groups/sports,
they may be suffering from social
anxiety.
Action: Ask your teen about social

anxiety— if they are struggling, you
can look into some anxiety techniques
online through places like headspace
or Reach Out.
If it seems more serious, seeing
your GP or coming to a mental health
provider like myself can help them
work through it.
Seeing and hearing COVID out in
the community
Seeing teachers and students getting
COVID or other illnesses daily takes
a toll.
Many are unsure when or if it will
happen to them and are fearful about
how bad it might be.
The unpredictable nature of finding
out a few from English class have it and
waiting to see if you have it too.
If you got it, did you unknowingly
pass it on to Granny yesterday?
It’s all stressful.
If your young person is fixated
on possibly having COVID, talking
excessively about who has it, if you
sniff or cough — “do you have COVID?”
They are carrying a big mental load
that returning to school increases.
Action: Learning stress management
techniques can help teens deal with
these issues.
A huge aid is factual information.
Ensure your teen has access to good
facts, figures and RATs for COVID, not
just rumours or conspiracy theories.
Academic stress and pressure
Remote learning for some kids was
intolerable.
Especially for our neurodivergent
teens with ASD, ADHD, Dyslexia, et
cetera.
Many ended up tuning out because
they could not get their minds to focus.
Teachers and schools did their best in
staggeringly tricky circumstances, but
a bunch of kids dialled in for a class or
two and would then give up.
Parents would stick their heads in to
check, but their teens would dial back

Photo: PIXABAY

out as soon as they left the room.
Returning to school for this group is
very intimidating.
There is a huge sense of “I’ve missed
too much, I will never catch up”.
Even getting back in the mental
habit of getting up early and staying
focused throughout the school day is
exhausting.
Signs of not coping with the returning
academic pressure can include your
teen doing more school refusals,
calling themselves dumb, dropping
marks, or having teachers emailing you
about uncompleted work.
Action: Talk to your teen about this.
Don’t judge if they hid what they
didn’t do from you.
Make it about moving forward rather
than looking back.
Work with the school to see if they
are behind.
Start challenging that self-talk of
being dumb.
We have all become more insular
Before COVID, having a few teen
friends around was pretty common.

Lockdowns and general fear of
catching COVID has meant that many
of us don’t invite people around as
much, including the kid’s mates.
The problem is that hanging out at
a mate’s place to game, going to the
basketball courts, doing mani-pedis
and staying for dinner is part of the
connecting nature of our teens’ social
lives.
It is the narratives that are laughed
about at school and bind our kid’s
friendships.
It gets them interacting in person,
practising social skills away from the
bigger school population.
Action: Invite people around!
Both your friends and the kids.
Make new fun memories and give
the kids space to reconnect in person.
Stories of shared activities are the
lifeblood of good friendships.
The social media effect
It has kept everyone in contact, but
it has often presented an unrealistic
experience of how we fared during
lockdown.

We showed pictures of our sourdough
bread but not how we put on 15kgs.
Some young people have been
looking at everyone’s social media
and thinking, “God, they are doing well
while I’m falling apart”.
They don’t want to get back out into
the world where they might get found
out as being not ok.
If your teen struggles to get back out
there, this may be part of the problem.
Action: Less time on social media
(see last month’s article) and more time
in the real world can help.
Go on day adventures, visit friends,
and refocus on the real world.
Until next time folks!
Natalie Rinehart (B.A.Sci (Psych);
Grad.Dip.App.Psych) is a Young
Person and Family Counsellor/Life
Coach.
Contact her:
www.youthlifecoach.com.au/
natalie.rinehart@healthpriorities.
com.au
0425 735 106
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Fire Danger Rating changing

Warnings streamlined as part of national effort to standardise alert system

Get informed
about bushfire

By JAMES POYNER

THE COUNTRY Fire Authority (CFA)
says whe way it determines and
communicate Fire Danger Ratings is
changing.
A new Fire Danger Rating System
is being developed using the latest
science to be more accurate and
relevant to where we live.
The new system will be used across
Australia, so whether you’re at home
or travelling, you will see the same
system being used.
Community feedback was used in
the design process to help make it
easier to understand and to provide
the public with clearer advice about
how to stay safe.
The new Fire Danger Rating has four
levels (instead of six) —Moderate,
High, Extreme and Catastrophic.
There will be actions for each level,
so you will know what to do to protect
your life, family and property.
You will start seeing the new Fire
Danger Ratings online and in the
community from September 2022.
What you need to know
The Australian Fire Danger Rating
System is a new way of determining
and communicating Fire Danger
Ratings.
The rollout of the system will be
supported by an extensive community
engagement and education campaign.
Using the latest science and
community input, the new system

aims to provide more accurate and
timely information about fire danger.
Science and the community
The science underpinning the
existing Fire Danger Ratings has
largely remained unchanged for more
than 50 years.
During that time, our understanding
of fire and fire behaviour has changed.
In recent years, the fire services have
mapped the vegetation across the
entire country.
So instead of the current system
using just bush and grass to determine
the fire danger, the new system will
use eight different types of vegetation,
making it more accurate.
Using the latest science, fire agencies
like CFA will be able to better assess
the conditions and the consequences
of a fire, if one was to start.
The new national system also uses
extensive community research, to
deliver a simplified approach to
communicating bushfire danger
ratings.

The new Fire Danger Ratings
There are four levels of fire danger in
the new system:
• MODERATE — Plan and prepare
• HIGH — Be ready to act
• EXTREME — Take action now to
protect your life and property
• CATASTROPHIC — For your
survival, leave bushfire risk areas
Fire Danger Ratings will be issued on
days when there is a fire risk.
Each fire danger will have a clear
set of messages including actions the
community can take to reduce their
risk.
Fire Danger Rating signs
The new Fire Danger Ratings will be
used from September.
You will be able to check the daily
fire danger for your area on the CFA
website.
Hundreds of local Fire Danger Rating
signs in communities across the state
will be updated.
You can also use the VicEmergency
smartphone app to check the fire
danger for your area.

WET WEATHER and cold days and
nights probably means bushfire
preparation is the last thing on your
mind at the moment.
National Council for Fire and
Emergency Services, AFAC, has released
its Bushfire Seasonal Outlook: Winter
and says the practically non-existent
fire seasons experienced over the last
few years in the leafy outer edge of
Melbourne, and the continued wet
weather, indicate the extra moisture will
“increase grass and fuel as we move into
spring and summer”.
This added fuel growth will be a major
factor in next season’s fire behaviour.
Knowledge is an important tool in
your bushfire awareness kit; it helps us
all make rational, informed decisions
and increases our chances of preventing
unnecessary death and reducing the
risk of catastrophic property damage —
where possible.
Since 2020, Bushfire Resilience Inc.
(BRI) has been hosting free webinars led
by experts and industry professionals
covering topics around preparing for
and reacting to Bushfire.
BRI has announced it will be back in
2022 with five more webinars to help
communities at risk of bushfire prepare
for the 2022/23 fire season.
2022 webinars
The 2022 webinar series will be held
from July to September and take place
fortnightly on Wednesday evenings,
starting at 7:30pm; topics this year are:
• Horses and bushfire — what do we
know? — July 20
• Your vegetation — what you need to
know — August 10
• Your last resort options — August 24
• Why get kids involved in the family
bushfire plan — September 7
• Understand your bushfire risk —
September 21

To register for this year’s webinars and
read profiles about the presenters, visit
bushfireresilience.org.au.
A wealth of information
Over the past two years, BRI webinars
have covered various topics, including;
preparing your property for fire,
insurance and emotional preparation.
BRI has uploaded all 10 previously
published webinars to the Resource
Hub on its website as well as some
“bitesize” topics, which are extracted
from previous webinars, covering
key bushfire areas such as bushfire
behaviour, the 10/30 10/50 rules, BAL,
and much more.
Put it in your calendar
These webinars may provide a helpful
refresher for those who live in bushfireprone areas.
If you are new to the greener fringes
of Melbourne or tend to spend your
summers away from the urban sprawl,
walking the bushland reserves of
the Green Wedge or spending lazy
days in the river at Laughing Waters,
Warrandyte or Mt Lofty, then these
webinars are essential in helping you
understand the risks associated with
living and playing in this area.
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The challenges for Labor
green edge
By JEFF CRANSTON
WarrandyteCAN

IN THE MAY Federal Election, Menzies,
a traditionally safe Liberal seat, saw
a dramatic 6.3 per cent (two-party
preferred) swing to Labor.
One of the few seats in urban
Melbourne retained by the Liberals,
Menzies has now become a marginal
seat.
This result reflected the strong
preference nationally for a change of
government, not in the least because
of climate change.
More than ever, climate change was
a dominant election issue, and the
climate vote had a significant bearing
on the result.
This was despite the Coalition and
Labor playing down climate change as
an issue during the election campaign.
Labor’s victory means Australia can
move forward with climate action after
being held back for nearly nine years by
a retrograde government.
The Labor government has a mandate
to implement its policy of achieving a 43
per cent reduction in emissions by 2030,
as set out in its publication entitled
Powering Australia.
This target will form part of Australia’s
new nationally determined contribution
(NDC) to be taken to the next IPCC
conference, COP27, in Sharm el-Sheikh
in Egypt later this year.

Predictably, however, Labor is facing
calls from the Greens to improve its
climate targets, including a ban on new
coal and gas projects.
The Greens seek an interim target of
75 per cent by 2030, based on scientific
opinion about the level of emission
reduction needed if we are to avoid
global warming above 1.5°C.
In principle, the Greens are right.
A 43 per cent reduction in emissions
by 2030 can be expected to result in
global warming of 2°C, and a world
with that level of warming would be
significantly more dangerous than a
1.5°C world.
Moreover, in the Paris Agreement,
Australia and other nations agreed on a
goal of keeping the rise in average global
temperature “well below” 2°C and
pursuing efforts to keep the increase
to 1.5°C.
Nevertheless, it is sobering to bear
in mind that had Labor gone to the
electorate with a target of 75 per cent by
2030, it would probably have turned off
many voters, and the election outcome
could have been very different.
L a b o r ’s c l i m a t e p o l i c y i s
comprehensive and ambitious, insofar
as it goes.
Its aims relating to emissions
reduction include:
• to urgently upgrade the electricity
grid so it can handle more
renewable power;
• to invest funding for solar banks
across the country;
• to support the decarbonisation
of existing industries through
innovation and the creation of new
clean-energy industries in regional
Australia;
• to work strategically with industry to
reduce emissions; and
• to make electric vehicles cheaper by
removing inefficient taxes from lowemissions vehicles.
The policy has been carefully planned
to enable it to be implemented largely

without the need to enact legislation
that could be blocked in the Senate.
Apart from reducing emissions, the
new government has no shortage of
other significant challenges ahead.
These include: effectively managing
the economy and the current huge
government debt; providing energy
security and dealing with rising
energy prices; restoring integrity in
government; building and maintaining
stronger relations with Pacific nations,
including those facing catastrophic
rising sea levels; and achieving a
measure of détente with China, our
largest trading partner and the world’s
largest emitter of greenhouse gases.
In a number of respects, meeting
such challenges is closely related to
and underscores the need for effective
climate action.
For example, energy security and
lower energy prices can best be achieved
the sooner the country substantially
transitions to renewables.
WarrandyteCAN believes Labor’s
progressive approach to climate action
offers great hope for the future.
However, its emissions-reduction
target of 43 per cent by 2030 is far from
ideal, and we believe the Government
should prioritise developing strategies
to achieve a significantly better outcome
by the end of this crucial decade.
WarrandyteCAN is a local Climate
Action group that campaigns for
positive changes to reduce the
impact of climate change.

COMING
SOON
Community Bank
Warrandyte

Community Investment
Program
A Community Grant may be just what your organisation
needs to make a great idea happen.
It's support for your organisation when it needs it most.
Applications open Monday 18 July. Call 9844 2233 or drop
into 144 Yarra Street, Warrandyte to ﬁnd out more.
bendigobank.com.au/foundation

Community Enterprise
FoundationTM
The Warrandyte Community Grants Program is a management account of the Community Enterprise Charitable Fund ABN
12 102 649 968 (the Fund), The Bendigo Centre, Bendigo VIC 3550. Sandhurst Trustees Limited ABN 16 004 030 737
AFSL 237906, a subsidiary of Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178, AFSL 237879, is the trustee of the
Fund. OUT_21733399, 16/06/2022

Save money on your
energy bills

FROM JULY 1, Victorians can claim a
$250 “bill-busting bonus” if they look
for a better energy deal on Victoria’s
Energy Compare website, with
households potentially saving up to
$580 on their annual power bill.
The new $250 payment builds on the
Labor Government’s existing Power
Saving Bonus program, previously
available to eligible concession card
holders — which has helped almost
400,000 Victorians look for a better
energy deal and put money in their
pockets.
Premier Daniel Andrews was
accompanied by Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Action Lily
D’Ambrosio when he announced the
new scheme.
“We know Victorians are paying too
much for their energy bills,” said Mr
Andrews.
“That’s why we’re stepping in to help
them with the cost of living and help
them get the best deal.”
Ms Ambrosio spoke about the short
and long-term goal of transitioning to
renewable energy.
“This is about helping Victorian
families now while we keep building
on our investment in renewable
energy — creating thousands of jobs
and giving every single Victorian a
fairer power bill,” she said.

Anyone who has previously claimed
the Power Saving Bonus can also claim
the new payment, providing extra help
to those who need it most.
Households can claim the $250
payment by heading to the Victorian
E n e r g y C o m p a re w e b s i t e a n d
comparing their current energy bills
to see if they can get a better deal.
The website is the only free,
independent online energy price
comparison service available to
Victorian energy consumers.
User data shows that seven out of
every 10 users can save money by
switching energy offers, with typical
annual savings of $330 on energy bills
in the first year of switching alone.
While the quickest way to apply will
be through the website, Victorians who
do not have access to the internet you
can call the Victorian Energy Compare
helpline on 1800 000 832 or receive
support from a community outreach
partner.
The Power Saving Bonus is available
for the next 12 months, and there are
no limits or caps on the number of
households that can receive the oneoff payment.
Other programs helping households
and businesses to slash energy bills
include Victorian Energy Upgrades,
which provides upfront incentives
for low-cost-to-free energy-efficient
products such as door and window
sealing, efficient hot water and heating
systems, and in-home displays for
real-time energy usage data.
Separately, Solar Victoria offers
households and businesses discounted
solar panels, batteries and efficient
heating and cooling.
To apply and for more information,
go to: compare.energy.vic.gov.au.
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Stonehouse Gallery turns 50
WARRANDYTE’S Stonehouse Gallery
has celebrated turning 50 years old
with the launch of a book tracing the
history of the Warrandyte institution.
“Stonehouse Gallery Celebrating 50
Years, edited by Cliff and Roz Harding,
contains recollections of the key
moments in the gallery’s history along
with profiles of the members of the art
collective who exhibited on and within
the walls of the gallery.
First opening in 1972 at the “Selby
Store”, which is now the Stonehouse
Café on the corner of Tills Road, the
art collective spent 34 years in the
Stonehouse before moving in 2006 to
the Gospel Chapel in Yarra Street.
On the occasion of their
40th anniversary, Dawna RichardsonHyde produced a history of the
collective, which we have drawn from
for this article.

When Stonehouse was formed,
becoming a potter meant hard work!
Penny Cearns, one of the last
remaining founding members, who
retired in December 2011, remembers
what it was like in those early days:
“We dug and mixed our own clays,
built our own kilns from ‘RI-26’ bricks
which we managed to obtain from the
local brickworks, and worked with a
small range of basic materials that were
available commercially.
“It was left to the dedicated potters to
collect and crush rocks for glazes and
save different types of wood ash
collected from their fireplaces to add
to basic glaze recipes for the creation
of those really special glaze effects.”
In 1971 a group calling itself ‘The
Eleven Potters’ began meeting once a
month to exchange ideas and explore
new directions for their work.

This of course generated lots of new
pots being produced so the group
decided to hold their first exhibition
and sale.
A friend donated their garden in
Springvale Road, Nunawading and the
event, much to everyone’s surprise,
was a great success.
This became the catalyst for the group
to find a shop and sell their work on an
ongoing basis.
They chose Warrandyte as it already
had a burgeoning Arts community and
was located in a beautiful leafy area
next to the Yarra River.
Only 24kms northeast of Melbourne,
it was a popular destination both with
tourists and day-trippers from the city.
Like the clay that has passed with care
through the hands of its many talented
cooperative members, Stonehouse
craft has evolved as each generation
has picked up where the previous one
left off.
Times and place may have changed
in the past 50 years, but the spirit
of Stonehouse continues: a group
of creative women dedicated to
making fine Australian Art and Craft,
determined to directly connect the
maker with the collector.
For mer member, Marg Per r y,
encapsulates the essence of
Stonehouse.
“We have supported one another
through family joy and happiness,
tragedy and heart ache, illness and
celebration.
We have shared our successes and
our failures.
Some members have moved on
quickly, others have stayed longer....
each person leaving their imprint on
our lives and hearts.
Our gratitude is endless to those eight
women who had the courage and the

foresight to take the risk and place
their hopes and ideals on the line, to
make a name for themselves and for
us, for the pottery world and all the
wonderful creative arts people whose
work is on display, worn, admired
and loved by our customers and
supporters.
Some of us wondered how long we
would stay — whether twenty or forty
years, it seemed like half a life time
or the blink of an eye, depending on
where you are looking from.”
Stonehouse continues its journey,
creating new life for the business.
A fresh light-filled contemporary
space, diversification into a greater
range of fine art and craft and an
injection of new members will carry
on the Stonehouse legacy.
Penny Cearns launched the book at
a gathering at the gallery in early June.
“This book represents the working life
of many artists and craftspeople over
50 years, but it is not just the story of
the growth of the gallery.
“The friendships that grew and
the network of support in these
relationships is a major reason why

Photos: PETER CURRY
this place has flourished for so long.
“We look forward with anticipation
for those still involved to see what the
next half-century will bring.”
Stonehouse Gallery, Celebrating 50
Years is available for purchase from
the Stonehouse Gallery, 103 Yarra
Street, Warrandyte.
Open Tuesday to Sunday, 10am –
5pm
Visit www.stonehousegallery.com
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Repair Cafés keep things working
By CARLI LANGE
SINCE MID-2019, the Warrandyte
Me c ha n i c s’ In s t i t u t e a n d A r t s
Association (WMI&AA) has run
the Warrandyte Repair Café at the
Mechanics’ Hall for two hours on the
first Sunday of each month.
Various volunteer repair experts
(called our lovely “fixers”) are available
to help make all possible repairs free
of charge.
Tools and materials will also be on
hand.
People visiting the Repair Café will
bring along their broken items from
home.
Toasters, lamps, hair dryers, clothes,
bikes, toys, crockery... anything that is
broken is welcome.
Many things can be fixed there and
then, but sometimes a part is needed,
and nothing can be done until the part
has been sourced.
But, not everything can be fixed, and
the team is available to offer advice
and alternatives when these situations
arise.
The Warrandyte Repair Café has
about 15 fixers, and they welcome new
ones as well.
While it takes a village to raise a child
— as the saying goes — it takes a town
to fix a broken gadget, gizmo, blouse,
or brooch.
The best way to see how it works is to
come down and see it in operation and
talk to the wonderful volunteer repair
experts, something I discovered on a
recent visit to the Repair Café to get my
leather bag mended.
As soon as I walked through the

door of the Warrandyte Mechanics’
Hall, I was greeted with warmth,
professionalism, and friendly faces.
At the front desk, I filled in a form;
detailing the item I brought for repair.
Then, I was given a number and
category allocation — “Number 7,
Garments” — not appliances, electrical,
wood/metal, or miscellaneous.
Next, I was offered home-baked
goodies and a coffee or tea while I
waited.
The atmosphere was kind, generous
and buzzing with fixing — a rhythmic
clicking of sewing machines and the
click, clatter, clunk of tools.
It was an emotionally uplifting and
gratifying experience.
Warrandyte Repair Café director
David Tynan spoke with me about the
goals of the Repair Café.
“By promoting repairs, the
Warrandyte Repair Café helps reduce
mountains of waste.
“This is absolutely necessary as we
throw away piles of stuff in Australia.
“Even things which practically have
nothing wrong with them and which
could easily be used again after a
simple repair.”
Unfortunately, with our throw-away
culture, many people have forgotten
that many things can be repaired
instead of replaced.
Repair Cafés want to change all that.
But it’s not just about repairing
broken things, Repair Cafés bring
communities together and encourage
people to connect through conversation
about fixing something precious or
practical and learn something about
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Marg examines my bag

A community of fixers

one another.
“If you repair a bike, a mower or a pair
of trousers together with a previously
unfamiliar neighbour, you look at that
person in a different light the next
time you run into them on the street,”
says David.
“Jointly making repairs can
lead to pleasant contacts in the
neighbourhood.”
There are also significant financial
and environmental benefits, saving
you money — as often a minor repair
is cheaper than repurchasing the whole
item brand new — and it reduces

waste.
“But above all”, concluded David:
“Warrandyte Repair Café just wants to
show how much fun repairing things
can be and how easy it often is.”
What a wonderful service!
Next month, I look forward to
visiting again to collect my repaired
leather handbag and congratulate
all the Warrandyte expert fixers for
their serving hearts and welcoming
presence.
The phenomenon of the Repair Café
is global, but there are several options
locally.

Repair Cafés have been established
in Warrandyte, Ringwood, and
Hurstbridge; for your convenience,
their locations and operating hours are:
Warrandyte Repair Café
186 Yarra Street, 3113
First Sunday of the month, 10:30am–
12:30pm
Ringwood Repair Café
30–32 Station Street, 3134
Third Saturday of the month, 2pm–4pm
Nillumbik Repair Café
50 Graysharps Road, 3099
Second Saturday of the month,
9:30am–12:30pm

Borrow what you need from the Library of Things
LANA BEDFORD
MANAGER, WARRANDYTE
NEIGHBOURHOOD HOUSE
AT WARRANDYTE Neighbourhood
House we believe that our community
is the backbone of our society and as
consumer waste reaches unprecedented
levels, our Library of Things marries the
ideas of good old-fashioned community
spirit and sustainability.
Think of it as a library for tools and
household items, rather than books.
I think we have all been guilty of buying
stuff we don’t really need, using it once,
then binning it or stashing it away.
Imagine if we resisted the allure of
one-click shopping and borrowed and
donated instead of buying and binning.
Wi t h a Ma n n i ng ha m C ou n c i l
Community Grant, we have been able
to start a Library of Things and now
lockdowns are behind us we are keen
to see the community use it.
Donated items are loaned or hired
out when you need them, cutting
down on the waste heading for landfill,
and helping reduce unnecessary
manufacturing for manufacturing’s
sake.
Having a kid’s party?
Rather than buying stuff you’ll only use

once and then chuck it in a drawer, why
not just borrow it instead?
Perhaps you fancy turning your hand
to a new hobby but don’t want to go allin on equipment costs?
Or you want to go camping with the
family but don’t own the equipment?
The Library of Things might be able
to help.
It is also a great opportunity to try
before you buy.
One of our community members has
just borrowed the air fryer for just that
reason.
Our library is only just starting but
we will be publishing a wish list on
our website that members can fill in,
letting us know what’s needed by the
community.
Community members can also donate
goods that are just gathering dust in
your garage.
We are also looking for community
volunteers who would be willing to help
grow this initiative.
Readers of the Diary can receive a
free membership for 2022/2023 in
July by joining up via our webpage.
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.
au/library-of-things.
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Here I am, stuck in the middle with flu
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
IT HAD FELT like approximately an
Ice Age, 38,678 years and one Federal
Election since I had been on a holiday.
Sure, there had been the odd weekend
away.
But, a real holiday.
The type where you could forget what
day it was.
Sure, trips had been planned, but you
know, COVID.
If we weren’t actually locked down,
the borders were shut, staff shortages
closed the accommodation, someone
in my household had to isolate, I had
to isolate or I don’t know, someone’s
second cousin’s goldfish died.
Whomever you’d like to blame, a
sabbatical I had not been on.
School holidays were hovering on
the horizon.
Decisions were to be made.
Should I sell a kidney and part of
my liver in an attempt to fly interstate
and hire a car for quality family time
somewhere warm?
“You could drive interstate”, I hear
you say.
But with the current price of petrol
that would cost me an arm and/or a
leg and with the hospital system on the
brink of complete collapse, I imagine
elective amputation for financial gain
would not be considered priority

surgery.
An overseas holiday was looking like
the cheaper option.
Maybe I could resurrect the longabandoned Bintang singlets, knock
out a front tooth from each family
member and join some Collingwood
footy players in Bali.
Whilst I’m smart enough to know not
to engage in crappy behaviour to begin
with, I’m intelligent enough not to film
it and I definitely have the IQ not to put
it on social media.
But, unfortunately, I’m silly enough
not to check whether my family’s five
passports are valid.
So, who got to go to Kuta Beach and
who didn’t, hey?
As polar blast after polar blast hit
Victoria it became inevitable.
I was not leaving the state or country
any time soon.
Dreams of clear blue skies, turquoise
seas, golden sands and sun-kissed skin
were replaced with antibiotics, blocked
sinuses, sunken eyes and chapped lips.
Every cold and flu virus that had been
lurking around desperately trying to
find a host for the last two winters had
come out to play at my place.
Not all at once mind you.
One dreaded lurgy and one host at
a time.
Like a Stephen King-inspired game of
pass the parcel.
Except when the music stopped, you
were left with a used box of tissues,
half a packet of Difflam lozenges and
a pathological fear of coughing on

the rare occasion you ventured out
in public.
It had never been easier to have a day
off work in my life.
When my hapless receptionist would
answer the phone, I would wheeze out
a “Hello, how are you?”.
You could hear them recoil in horror,
fearful they could catch whatever that
latest hatchling from the Warrandyte
Vault of Virus was, across the Telstra
mobile network.
As if.
I have to stand on my deck, on one
foot, in the light of a full moon, with
a letter of recommendation from a
trustworthy politician and a handful
of hair plucked from a unicorn’s arse to
get semi-good reception — never mind
be able to transmit sneeze droplets.
No more explanation was required,
just an answer to, “How many days do
you need to take off?”
By the time the calendar finally
crawled over the finish line into the
school holidays, we were all cautiously
poking our heads out the ends of
negative RATs, Influenza blood tests
and how much do your siblings really
s#$% you to tears tests.
Full of confidence that we were all
finally well enough to leave the house,
I hopped on the internet to book a lastminute holiday to anywhere in Victoria
and nada, nope, there is nothing
available for you.
Of course.

Celebrating nature through all forms of art
By SUSAN FOREMAN
THE HIGHLY anticipated BIOTA
exhibition is currently on display
at Gallery 7six5, starring talented
emerging and established Nillumbikbased artists.
The group exhibition encapsulates
the expansive and beautiful wildlife
of Australia, both flora and fauna, via
a wide range of artistic mediums like
ceramics, metalwork and stunning 2D
visual art that the gallery has quickly
become celebrated for.
BIOTA opened on Saturday, July 2 and
will be on display until Sunday, July 24.
Exhibiting artists include Tara
Stubley (oil painter), Mary-Lou Pittard
(ceramicist), Jacquie Hacansson (glass
artist), Benny Archer (abstract artist),
Lisa Ferrari (abstract artist), Melissa
Thomas (metal artist), Picnic by Perle
(textile artist duo) and Tread Sculptures
(reclaimed metal artist).
Benny Archer, founder of Gallery
7six5 and curator, invited the above
artists to participate in BIOTA, issuing
them the challenge of pushing beyond
what they thought themselves capable.
Archer, a pioneering abstract artist,
said: “I consistently see enormous
creative growth in artists exploring new
ideas and hope that this brief unlocks
new aesthetics, processes and a deeper

understanding of their respective
mediums.
“I’m really excited about curating
this amazing collection of artists and
can’t wait to see the work displayed in
loving homes.”
Making her debut in BIOTA is
encaustic wax artist and co-founder of
Gallery 7six5, Lisa Ferrari.
“Encaustic wax is an ancient medium,
over 3,000 years old, and still relatively
unknown in the modern art world.
“I’m excited to introduce it to
the viewing audience and to bring
awareness to the organic nature of the
medium.
“The use of wax and damar resin
creates depth and texture in a twodimensional art-form that can’t be
gained with other mediums,” Lisa said.
Gallery 7six5 is perfectly placed at the
gateway to the Yarra Valley on ElthamYarra Glen Road in Watsons Creek,
Victoria.
Set into the bushland of the Green
Wedge, visitors can expect to find a
light-filled space with a magical energy
and some of the best talent the Artisan
Hills have to offer.
BIOTA, defined as: “The flora and
fauna of a region”, will be on display
from Friday to Sunday, 10am-4pm
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Bubbly Australian comedian, Tracy Bartram
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reveal a person’s soul
AWARD WINNING photographer, Bill
McAuley has been behind the lens for
more than 53 years.
He started as a cadet photographer
for The Age, later working around the
globe, with his images in newspapers in
London, Sydney and Canberra.
He has covered natural disasters,
crime, sport, arts and politics.
His photographs have won prestigious
awards and many grace the walls of the
National Portrait Gallery.
And now in semi-retirement, he
says he can’t put the camera down, so
teaches photography from his home
studio, as well as continues to produce
many beautiful images for Warrandyte
Diary.
Bill has now produced a stunning
book with some of his favourite
portraits of famous, and not-so-famous
people, captured in a way that brings
out their personality.
Bill has called his book Portraits
of the Soul, because he said portrait
photography reveals who people are.
“It shows a little bit of your own soul,
as well as the photographer’s.
“As a photographer, it is the choices
you make with the setup, your

Young girl in Sanur, Bali, 1988

connection with the subject, and the
moment you fire the shutter — it is
all to do with your empathy — using a
camera is one way of revealing the truth
about another person.
“Because often, during the process of
image-making, the photographer will
feel things — that’s his investment in
the process of capturing a soul.
“It’s an emotional thing — being
able to share these emotions is a
photographer’s privilege.”
He said photography is a weird,
hybrid, transformative art, both
technical and soulful.
“Consider the irony, the camera is
a machine, able to clinically capture
something as abstract and fleeting as
human emotion.”
Bill has photographed rockstars,
politicians, religious leaders, crime
figures and everyday people in the
street.
He said the best images have come
from when he has built a rapport with
his subject.
He said his all-time favourite person
to photograph was Gough Whitlam.
Portraits of the Soul contains two sides
of Whitlam, the first taken during the

rapturous night in 1974 when Labor
swept to power following the It’s Time
campaign.
The other photograph was taken in
the throes of the 1977 Dismissal.
“I treasure one photograph I took on
that famous election night — Whitlam
wears a huge grin, the crowd of true
believers adoring him as if he were
the Messiah.
I also photographed him outside the
Harbord Diggers club, at Freshwater
overlooking the Pacific.
Later, inside the club after finishing
his speech, we enjoyed a quiet beer
together.
In the half-hour or so that we chatted,
he came across as a polite and sincere
man who seemed genuinely interested
in my thoughts.
Whenever I photographed him
afterwards, he would make a point of
acknowledging that brief chat.
He’d shake my hand and say, ‘How are
you today? I remember talking with
you at the Harbord Diggers. Are you
still at the Telegraph?’
I was chuffed that he’d remembered
me because Gough Whitlam had
become one of my heroes: in my

opinion, a great man.
After the Governor-General dismissed
the Whitlam Government, I took a
photograph of Gough at the ABC as
he made a statement to the Australian
public.
He looked wistful and shell-shocked,
but his indignation came through loud
and clear as he cried foul to the nation.
This image has been acquired by the
National Portrait Gallery.”
He said the images seemed
insignificant at the time, but almost half
a century later — and since Whitlam’s
death — these images are strong and
powerful.
“ Ti m e h a s m a d e t h e m m o re
significant and given them ‘wow’
factor”.
The book contains many black and
white portraits amidst some truly
glorious colour images.
Bill says without the distraction of
colour, the viewer can more readily
access the emotional state of the
subject.
“Humans see the world in colour and
therefore a black-and-white can have
a more dreamlike quality and distance
the subject matter from reality.”

He said some consider a black-andwhite photograph to be more “artistic”.
“ B l a c k- a n d - w h i t e s a l s o t e n d
to be more compelling because
they accentuate light and shadow.
“Dramatic lighting quickly captures a
viewer’s attention.
But he doesn’t dismiss colour
photography.
“Colour has advantages, too.
“It catches the eye, immediately
drawing the viewer into the image.
“And colour creates mood — warm
tones suggest positive emotions such
as optimism while cold tones can elicit
sadness or emptiness.
“Photographers freeze moments in
time, making images that later become
historical documents, and we have a
duty to archive these images for future
generations to see.”
Portraits of the Soul is available from
Quinton’s IGA, Warrandyte Post Office
and Now and Not Yet Café (NaNY).
Or you can order a copy direct from
Bill: billymc0905@hotmail.com and
he will deliver locally.
The book will be launched at NaNY
on July 21 at 7:30pm — All Welcome.

Characterful Leo McKern

Gough Whitlam reflects on his dismissal
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Fond farewell to Ronnie
By WARRANDYTE KINDER
COMMITTEE
MUCH-LOVED teacher at Warrandyte
Kindergarten, Veronica “Ronnie’
Pedersen, recently retired as four year
old group teacher and Educational
Leader, following an incredible 36
years of teaching at the kinder.
Kinder families and staff, along with
Ronnie’s past colleagues and friends
from other preschool centres, recently
gathered at a farewell function held at
the Warrandyte Sporting Club.
It was wonderful to see people
from every age group, gathered to
acknowledge Ronnie’s wonderful
career and influence on the families
of Warrandyte.
Shaping little minds for future success
is a very significant contribution
anyone can make to a community
and it was very evident by all gathered
just how much Ronnie has meant to
everyone.
Guests took pleasure in sharing
stories of time spent with Ronnie; with
many laughs had and glowing accounts
given of Ronnie’s teaching expertise
and way with children.
Amongst those assembled were
current kindergarten children, primary
and secondary school children and
their parents and grandparents.
Colleagues who have w orked
alongside Ronnie for many years
commented that Ronnie established
an environment where everyone loved
being part of the workplace.
Incredibly, some parents who were

taught by Ronnie have had the privilege
of having their children taught by
Ronnie also, reliving their happy
memories of growing and learning at
their beloved kinder.
Ronnie has seen much change in
her 36 years of teaching at Warrandyte
Kindergarten.
It was Ronnie, who put her foot
through the floor of the “old” kinder
building which resulted in the
discovery of a termite infestation which
led to the building being demolished.
W h i l s t t h e n e w k i n d e rga r t e n
building was being rebuilt in 1994,
the kindergarten was moved to the
Warrandyte Community Centre as a
“pack-away” kindergarten.
This was labour intensive for the
kinder teachers and educators at the
time with daily set up and pack up of all
kinder equipment and materials, but
ensured that a kindergarten program
was still available for children of
the Warrandyte and surrounding
community.
Maydeena Jameson a former student,
and now parent, spoke on behalf of the
kinder community.
“I had the pleasure of reading the
messages sent in by the community that
Ronnie has led — the overwhelming
theme was one of a woman who has
gone above and beyond to educate
little minds — takes extra time to
sort through things, holds hands and
hearts in difficult times, laughs with
twinkling eyes and inspires learning
at every level.

The kinder community loves you
wholeheartedly Ronnie.
It’s funny but I have actually found
myself in my car as an adult humming
the mighty, mighty kinder kids song.
I know it’s because it encapsulates
such happy memories for me.
I distinctly remember coming to kinder
as a kid and just being delighted at the
access I had to paints and costumes
and stories.
Ronnie of course, brought it all to life.
Coming to watch the kids being taught
here made me realise that the magic
with Ronnie is all about making ideas
and dreams real.
The kids on the day I was there were
talking about handstands and the
next minute — out comes a crash mat
and the kids were having a go.
There was laughter and smiles
everywhere.
But that’s just how it is with Ronnie.
Ronnie — enjoy this next chapter.
Soak up the sleep-ins, less sickness,
your grandkids and your slippers.
Thank you for touching the hearts
and minds and teaching the mighty,
mighty, kinder kids and their kids of
Warrandyte.
Ronnie spoke of her love for her role
in families’ lives.
“After being in this role for a number
of years it feels like you are a part of
the family, like a grandparent,” she
chuckled.
“This is not goodbye, it is farewell, I’ll
still be popping in and out of the kinder
to see you.

Warrandyte High School
welcomes new Principal
By SIMONE SPENCE,
SCHOOL COUNCIL PRESIDENT
WARRANDYTE High School Council
has been working with the Department
of Education and Training for some
time to identify a new Principal to lead
the Warrandyte High School (WHS)
community following the retirement
of Dr Stephen Parkin earlier this year.
WHS is pleased and excited to
announce the appointment of Mrs
Rachel Lynch to the position who will
begin her role on the first day of Term 3.
After 18 years in the education
system, Rachel comes to Warrandyte
with much experience as an Acting
Principal.
Before moving to WHS, Rachel
was Campus Principal at Yarra Hills
Secondary College.
R a c h e l ’s e x p e r i e n c e , v i s i o n ,
enthusiasm, leadership, and kindness
will fit well into the Warrandyte High
School community.
Appointing a new principal is a
significant responsibility, and Rachel
was selected after an extensive process.
Rachel said it is a great pleasure to
join the WHS community.
“I am extremely excited to begin a
new chapter, supporting students, staff,
families and the broader community in
this new role.
“Having three teenage children (as

New Principal Mrs Rachel Lynch
well as three crazy cats), I am well aware
of the issues and aspirations facing
young people today.
“I look for ward to sharing my
advocacy for students and staff and
becoming an integral leader within
the Warrandyte community for many
years to come.”
Rachel takes on the position following
the retirement of Dr Stephen Parkin.
The Warrandyte High School Council,
staff and community would like to
sincerely thank Dr Parkin for his time

Retired or
Semi-retired?
Interested in luncheons, theatre,
dine-outs, movies, walking, tours,
outings, happy hour and a half,
mah-jong, or coﬀee, cake and
conversation?

Former Principal Dr Stephen Parkin

spent within and leading the school
and wish him well in his retirement.
Dr Parkin retires after 40 years in the
education system, with half of that
spent at WHS.
Dr Parkin took on the role of Principal
in 2014.
The School Council would also like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge
and thank Mr Joseph Caruana for his
excellent work in leading our school
over the last two terms as Acting
Principal.

Photo: SANDI MILLER

Ronnie holds a mini-festival parade during lockdown (March 2020)
“This is the heart of a teacher’s love
and commitment to families goes far
beyond a job title.”
Ronnie has likened her experience in
Warrandyte to that of the country town
in which she grew up.
“I’ve always felt a great sense of
welcome and community here in
Warrandyte, similar to where I had
been brought up, where everyone
looked after everyone else, and there
was a sense of caring.
“This is something that we all try
to engender wholeheartedly at our
kinder amongst the children, families

Warrandyte local produces first
book in Taungurung and English

By CHEWY
LORAINE PADGHAM, a long time
Warrandyte local, has written a
children’s book in the Taungurung
language, with English translation.
The Taungurung people, of which
Loraine is a member, live on and care
for the land in central Victoria.
Their territory commences
at the Great Dividing Range and

Landscape Impressionist
Watercolours
Up Kangaroo Ground Way

Warrandyte

Servicing you & the Community
since 1989
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Shop 5 Goldfields Plaza Shopping Centre
P: (03) 9844 2029

Join the Combined Probus Club of Manningham

Where: Pathway Church facilities, Thompsons Rd, Templestowe Lwr.
When: 4th Tuesday of every month at 10 am.
For more information call 0403 347 611
or visit manninghamprobus.org.au.

encompasses the land on which the
towns of Yea, Alexandra, Mansfield,
Kilmore and Broadford now stand.
Bijil Ba Wudhi Deberra (Bijil and
the Moths) tells the story of a young
Taungurung boy who accompanies his
parents on their annual adventurous
trip to the high plains in summer
to participate in cultural activities,
renew friendships with other clan
members and to harvest Bogong
moths.
The book had its first public reading
at Warrandyte Primary School as part
of their activities recognising and
celebrating Aboriginal culture, where
it was received with great interest
from the children present (see story
Page 27).
The book includes a QR code that
enables the reader to listen to the
story read in Taungurung.
Copies of the book can be purchased
from the Taungurung website,
taungurung.com.au

Aunty Loraine with Matt Burns CEO TLaWC

Pauline Cross
Gallery

and staff.
“It has been a great joy to teach at
Warrandyte Kinder,” she said.
As the celebrations came to a
conclusion, children young and not so
young started the famous Warrandyte
kindergarten chant: “We are the kinder
kids, the mighty mighty kinder kids”.
Ronnie, you are loved, you will be
greatly missed but always cherished.
Thank you for ever ything you
have done for our children and our
community.
Have a wonderful retirement.

Sale now on: all artworks $750
22 Commerical Place, Eltham (above Eltham Bookshop)
Wednesday-Saturday 11am-4pm | 2nd and 4th Sunday of the month 1pm-4pm
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Passion on the docks in this classic

preview
AFTER ALL THE delays, cancellations
and disruptions of the last two years,
the team at Warrandyte Theatre
Company are delighted to be preparing
for their third season this year.
This time, the community theatre
is staging Arthur Miller’s well-known
and classic drama, A View From the
Bridge which runs from July 29 until
August 13.
In keeping with the theatre
company’s beliefs, the large cast are
a mixture of Warrandyte regulars,
such as Simone Kiefer, Tony Clayton,
Don Nicholson, David Tynan and Jack
Stringer, together with newcomers
Paul Wanis, Keira Edelstein and James
Banger.
As always, the company is bringing
on and developing new talent in the
shape of three “newbies”, Lara King,
Kerry Walsh and Michael Swann,
who are treading the boards for the
first time.
A View from the Bridge is based
loosely on a real-life incident and
describes the upheaval in the home of
Eddie Carbone, a career longshoreman
who lives with his wife, Beatrice, and

her niece, Catherine.
Conflict arrives in the bodies of Marco
and Rodolpho, Beatrice’s cousins,
illegal immigrants newly smuggled into
the USA from Italy.
Marco is a macho type, so he and
Eddie get along fine.
But Rodolpho, who sings and dances
and sews, discomfits Eddie, especially
when Rodolpho fixes his attentions on
Catherine.
When Catherine falls in love with
Rodolpho, it unleashes Eddie’s rage,
betrayal and revenge as the play moves
inexorably toward its awful ending.
Like all Miller’s works, this is
stunningly well written, dealing with
complex and highly relevant issues that
hold audiences’ attention until the last,
dreadful scene.
Grant Purdy has directed a number
of Miller’s plays before and this is
his favourite — because the script is
so “tight”, the characters so plausible
and the emotional intensity at times
so high.
This is a show that you can’t help
feeling “part of”.
You feel present in the Carbone’s
living room, on the nearby quayside, in
the attorney’s office and in the prison.
You feel the anger, love and pain of
all the characters.
To provide a fully immersive
experience, the play is being staged
on the apron of the stage and on a
raised area on the hall floor close to
the audience, who will be seated in a
COVID-safe layout.
The set is minimal so that the entire
focus is on the characters, their actions,
words and emotions.
Grant says, quite simply, this is a
stunning play, dealing with complex
and highly relevant issues that will
undoubtedly enthral audiences —
who will talk about it long afterwards,
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Simone Kiefer, Keira Edelstein and Tony Clayton

arguing who is right and wrong — and
will remember it for many years.
Tickets are already selling fast, and
you can get yours at
Tr ybooking.com/BY ZKR or via
warrandytehallarts.asn.au

Eddie (Tony Clayton) and Beatrice (Simone Kiefer)

Red gum tables aid ambitious forestry program
By CATHY OLIVER
SET THE MOOD for dinner for 14 or
cosy coffee for two with an elegant Red
Gum Table and help save our forests.
These unique pieces are personally
selected on-site, hewn and handcrafted to perfection by one-time
Eltham Rugby lad Ross Buchan.
Ross is now a talented arborist whose
work in the Alpine region has involved
seed collecting from the towering
Mountain and Alpine Ash for the
Department of Environment, Water,
Land and Planning (DEWLP).
Working with the University of
Melbourne, DEWLP’s plan is to help
reforest the vast swathes of native forest
burnt in the fires of 2019.
There is an inherent dilemma.
The quickening fire cycle is faster
than the Mountain and Alpine Ash
reproduction cycle.
Prior to the 2019 fires, these forests
were severely impacted by fires in 2003,
2007 and 2014.
There is no time for a full recovery.
In Phase One of the Forest Restoration
Project, using more than 4.6 tonnes of
seed, DELWP, with partners VicForests,
Parks Victoria and contractors from
regional Victoria, heli-seeded 11,586
hectares of the affected forest.

Our native forests are endangered
in a way few realise; not only the
trees themselves but the animals they
form habitats for, the water systems
they protect, and the climate they
contribute to.
Intervention such as DEWLP’s
plan is our only hope, desperate and
ambitious as it is.
Ross Buchan loves the depth and
range of colours and the rich warmth
the beauty of natural wood gives.
He particularly likes the “fiddleback”
effects available in Red Gum.
Ross finds resonance and satisfaction
in the endurance Red Gum represents,
knowing his tables will be around as
heritage and heirloom pieces.
No two tables can ever be the same;
they are as different as the individual
trees.
Ross’s magnificent Red Gum tables
are on display and available for sale
and order at Streamline Publishing and
Gallery, 22 Commercial Place, Eltham
(above the Eltham Bookshop, enter
from Town Square).
With every table sold, 20 per cent of
sales will be donated to the DEWLP
program.
To w a t c h a v i d e o a b o u t t h e
Mountain Ash reseeding project, visit :
youtu.be/BEfCE22q8aU.
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Dinner for 14 anyone?

Handsome fiddleback markings

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to your
design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Looking for Staff?

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Place a “staff wanted” ad in
the Diary or M&N Bulletin
for as little as $20.
info@warrandytediary.com.au
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Making Portraits of the Soul
talking images

Photo: DENISE ILLING
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With BILL McAULEY
I CAUGHT A lucky break in 1969, when
Warrandyte journalist John Lahey
gave me an introduction at The Age/
Newsday Newspapers and I was offered
a job as a cadet photographer.
On the next Monday morning, as an
eighteen year old, I drove my old FC
Holden from Warrandyte into the city
to begin the journey of being a photojournalist.
I spent the next 50 years on a wild ride
as a newspaperman.
It was a total buzz as I covered
celebrity events, hard news, human
interest, sport, crime, bushfires and
politics.
The job took me into many privileged
and sometimes dangerous situations
and I was fortunate to meet some of the
worlds most interesting and famous
movie stars, pop stars, politicians,
criminals and people from the
Australian bush.
Earlier this year I decided to produce
a book of some of my favourite
portraiture and began the thoroughly
enjoyable task of editing my collection
of over 30,000 images to decide which
images would go into the new book
entitled Portraits of the Soul
Firstly, I waded through the electronic
images on my laptop and created a
folder of “maybe” images.
Some of the selected images were
taken over 50 years ago but my favourite
collection of portraits was taken for The
Australian when I travelled throughout
country Victoria depicting the lives of
people living on the land.
Some of the portraits I chose to go in
the book were of well-known celebrities
such as: Paul McCartney, Gough
Whitlam, Alice Cooper, Frank Zappa,

3

Michael Jackson, Gene Simmons,
Barry Humphries, Cathy Freeman,
Omar Sharif, Meryl Streep, Sigrid
Thornton, Archie Roach, Cleo Lane,
Desmond Tutu, Bob Hawke, Andrew
Llyod-Webber, Magda Szubanski,
Geoffrey Rush, Malcolm Fraser, Dame
Joan Sutherland, Frank Sinatra, Lady
Di and the Dalai Lama.
Then, my old mate Col Hockley who
helped me with the layout of my 1979
book Faces and Places was called in to
help with the fine tuning of the picture
editing.
We went up to the Kangaroo Ground
store and ordered coffee and sticky
buns.
Then we spread the A4 print outs of
the pictures over four tables and slowly
began to make the final selections.
Fortunately, the staff of the KG store

were ok with our antics.
I then wrote captions, a foreword and
a biography.
My very capable friend and editor
Cherie Moselen checked the copy
making sure all the commas and full
stops were in the right place and the
spelling was correct.
Stephen Freeman from Foxhole
Design did a great job of providing
finished art to the printer and finally
after a nervous wait the books were
delivered to my home.
Producing the book was a very
enjoyable process although a difficult
task to compress 50 years of work into
a 112-page book.
Portraits of the Soul at $45 is available
at Quinton’s SUPA IGA and the
Warrandyte Post Office or from Bill
McAuley billymc0905@hotmail.com

1. Bill McAuley with Portraits of
the Soul
2.Young Jasmine’s face is full of
confidence and hope at St Kilda.
500th sec at F 5.6. 200 mm lens,
400 ISO
3. Actor and singer Jon English’s
soul shines through his expressive
eyes. 250th sec at F 5.6, 200 mm
lens, 400 ISO
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Exhibition recognises First Nations People’s service
review

Photo: SUPPLIED

BY DON HUGHES
SINCE THE Boer Wars in Southern
Africa, First Nations Australians have
proudly served in every war or conflict
involving our country.
The exact numbers are not known.
Early twentieth-century official
defence policy was aimed at excluding
the enlistment of persons “not
substantially of European origin or
descent”.
The fact that many did serve at a time
when they were denied basic rights of
citizenship is significant — a situation
not fully corrected until the 1970s.
During National Reconciliation
Week, Manningham Art Galler y
hosted a photographic exhibition
entitled Serving Country recognising
and acknowledging the valuable
contribution of Australian First Nations
service personnel who have served
or are still serving in the Australian
Defence Force.
Stirring and impactful photographed
portraits evoke many personal journeys.
Printed on brushed aluminium
panels, the stunning exhibition is part
of the creative work of Sydney-based
human rights social documentation
and Creative Director of Blur Projects,
Belinda Mason and videographer
Dieter Knierim.
Of over 200 images in the Serving
Country collection, 53 were on display
in Manningham.
Ricky Morris
One portrait I recognised instantly,
was retired Sergeant Ricky Morris, an
Army Engineer like myself.
Coming from a long line of indigenous
warriors from the Lovett family, Ricky
served in East Timor and had two tours
of duty in Afghanistan.

Don and Zeus immersed in the exhibition at MC Square
On ANZAC Day 2021, the then Prime
Minister of Australia wrote:
“Ricky is a member of the Lovett family
— an Aboriginal family from western
Victoria known as the ‘fighting
Gunditjmara’.
Ricky’s grandfather, Frederick Lovett,
fought in WW1 including taking part
in the famous charge of the Australian
4th Light Horse Regiment at Beersheba
in October 1917.
More than 20 members of the Lovett
family have seen active service — from
the Western Front to Japan, Korea,
Vietnam, East Timor and Afghanistan,
and the Women’s Auxiliary Australian
Air Force.
What a remarkable achievement.
When asked about his family’s service,
Ricky says ‘we are proud of country
and proud of the uniform’.”
Ricky initially enlisted as a Reservist
with 4/19th Prince of Wales Light Horse
in Gippsland and later, as a licensed
plumber and gasfitter, served as a fulltime Sapper with the 21st Construction
Squadron Royal Australian Engineers.
As well as in Afghanistan and Timor

Leste, Ricky has worked on numerous
Army Aboriginal community assistance
projects in remote areas of the country.
Glenn James
One portrait seemed to have a
regulating presence within the gallery,
Australian rules football umpire, Glenn
James.
Glenn was the 10th child in a family
of 14.
His father, an Indigenous Australian
of the Yorta Yorta people, worked in
the Ardmona Cannery in Shepperton.
He and his brothers enjoyed all
sports.
Playing for Wunghnu in the Picola &
District Football League, he broke his
jaw and turned to umpiring.
He umpired 166 Victorian Football
League (VFL) matches between 1977
and 1985.
He often faced much abuse from
sp e c t ato rs ba s e d o n h i s ra c ia l
background.
After gaining a Bachelor of Education
and a Diploma of Technical Teaching,
Glenn was a Lecturer at both Swinburne
University and Box Hill Technical

School throughout the 1970s and 80s.
Eventually becoming a highly
respected umpire and communicator,
Glenn umpired the VFL grand finals in
1982 and 1984.
He i s re co g n i s e d a s t h e o n ly
Indigenous Australian to umpire VFL
or AFL football.
Along with a group of fellow umpires,
he recorded The Man in White in 2008.
He was also a panellist on the
Marngrook Football Show.
He received a Medal of the Order of
Australia (OAM) in 1987.
At the age of 20 Glenn had deployed
to Vietnam as a Sapper with 17th
Construction Squadron in May 1969 to
late April 1970 after being conscripted.
As part of the Serving Country
exhibition, Glenn’s commentary
includes:
“Aboriginal men who trained at
Puckapunyal, we got shuffled around
like bags of sand.
It seemed not quite right for any of
us to be in the army — some of the
guys took a while to get used to have
an Aboriginal guy around them, but
the camaraderie when you are out in

the bush when people are shooting at
you changed everything — then we all
stuck together.”
Lorraine Hatton
Aunty Lorraine Hatton OAM is also
highly recognisable to many current
serving soldiers.
As the Army Indigenous Elder, and
experienced Warrant Officer Class Two
with operational service in Timor Leste
and the Middle East, her message this
year in Army News highlighted:
“National Reconciliation Week is an
important time for all Australians to
learn about shared histories, cultures,
achievements and to explore how each
of us contribute to reconciliation”.
Aunty Lorraine added that this year’s
theme for Defence’s contribution to
continuing Australia’s pathway towards
genuine reconciliation is, “be brave,
make change”.
For more information including
future exhibition dates and a short
documentary about the exhibition,
visit servingcountry.com.au.
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In profile at NaNY: Sarai Meyerink
WARRANDYTE’s gallery space,
Now and Not Yet Café’s NaNY
Gallery, launched its fourth
exhibition on June 5.
Sarai Meyerink is a wildlife
artist and is exhibiting a series of
wildlife drawings.
IN partnership with NaNY
Galler y, Warrandyte Diar y
and Manningham & Nillumbik
Bulletin are running a series of
artist profiles to give you a taster
of what is on at NaNY Gallery and
gain insight into our local artists
and photographers and their
process.
GREG SWEDOSH interviewed
Sarai ahead of her current
exhibition.
Warrandyte artist Sarai Meyerink is
laid back and comfortable as she talks
about her art journey.
Having grown up in an artistic family,
she had always been able to express
some form of her creativity from
childhood.
This mainly involved making crafts
with her mum and playing the guitar,
but she always felt that her artistic skills
were lacking and she couldn’t draw
well at school.
To look now at Sarai’s exquisite
images of wildlife makes it hard to
imagine.
Her style exudes confidence and
precision, bringing to life the animals
she draws.
But it wasn’t always so.
Sarai only came to truly dive into her
art in her late 20s, on an epiphanous

voyage to visit her grandma in England.
There, she started to draw,
surrounded and inspired by her late
grandfather’s watercolour paintings of
the English countryside.
On returning home, her artistic
passion inflamed, and she continued
to doodle, devouring art books and
tutorials to help her master new
techniques.
Initially, she gravitated to a style
known as stippling, where thousands
of tiny ink dots merge as one to form
an image.
She found that this technique worked
particularly well in representing skin
textures, allowing her to merge her
newfound skills with her long-time
love of animals.
As she started to master her craft,
Sarai thought that some images of big
cats that she had produced would lend
themselves well to a children’s book.
Motivated in this new direction, she
embarked on the long project of writing
the story, completing the illustrations,
and searching for a publisher.
Her book A Cheetah’s Cubs was
released by English publishers Austin
Macauley in 2019.
Not one to rest on her laurels or be
satisfied with what she has done in the
past, Sarai’s style continues to evolve.
Nowadays, she works mainly with
oil pencils, which allows her to draw
long strokes with incredibly fine detail.
“ I tend to cho os e s omething
challenging every time I pick up a
pencil; that’s how you learn.
“At the moment, I love birds.
“Here in Warrandyte, I swear we live
in an aviary.
“Being surrounded by that wilderness
is 100 per cent inspiring”.
Sarai’s love for animals extends
beyond observing and creating images
of them.

She also wants to do something for
them.
For every piece that Sarai sells
through her website, she will dontae
10 per cent of the cost to an animal
charity.
For her NaNY exhibition, for each
koala illustration she sells, all proceeds
of that sale will go to the Koala Clancy
Foundation.
Like many artists, Sarai believes that
she has found her true calling.
“I find it just feeds my soul.
“ just love it.
I love trying to bring something to life.
Trying to bring the personality to the
animals that I draw.
I love being out in nature, taking the
photos, creating those pieces, and
sharing them with the world.
The last few pieces that I’ve made and
shared, people have told me wonderful
stories about their connection with
that particular animal.
All of that is beautiful.
As long as I’m on my right path and it
is flowing, this is what I love.”
NaNY Gallery is located in Now and
Not Yet, 148 Yarra St, Warrandyte.
Sarai’s work can be viewed on her
website:
www.saraimeyerinkart.com.au,
and on Facebook and Instagram.
Via these media forms, you can
contact Sarai should you wish to
commission her to do a picture of your
special animal.
Sarai’s exhibition runs until August
6, so you only have a few more weeks
to get down to NaNY Gallery to see
her work.
In August/September, NaNY will
feature acrylic painter Bron Elmore
and her exhibition BIRD+BLOOM who
will have a feature profile in the July
M&N Bulletin.
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Classic film a case study in political correctness
classic movies
By JUDY DUNGEY
Gentlemen’s Agreement (1947)
Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire
Directed by Elia Kazan
IF YOU’VE BEEN watching the ABC’s
late-night reruns of Parkinson in
Australia recently, you would be
perhaps uncomfortably aware of the
difference that political correctness
has had on popular discourse over
the years.
Looking at these time-capsule
interviews, we hear the unbridled,
unaware thoughts of our younger selves
and squirm with embarrassment.
The ABC has even had to add
disclaimers to the footage.
We did not realise at the time just how
unguarded our conversations were.
We are troubled these days by
“political correctness gone mad”;
Boomers complain about the supposed
hurt feelings of Snowflakes, Snowflakes
rage against the intractability of
Boomers, and Millennials complain
about… everybody.
It does seem that conversations have

become minefields and we have to
remain hyperalert at all times in case
sexism, racism, ageism, veganism,
genderism, ableism and even
intellectualism creep into our mouths.
Some argue that political correctness
has gone too far; others insist that we
must maintain our vigilance to prevent
backsliding.
Parky shows us how far we have
come: Gentlemen’s Agreement shows
us where it all began.
G re g o r y Pe c k p l ay s h o t-s h o t
journalist Schuyler Green who has
taken on a tough assignment at his new
magazine: to expose the secret shame
of post-war American antisemitism
to a right-minded society not given to
navel-gazing.
Changing his name to Phil Greenberg,
he decides to live as a Jewish person
and experience the full gamut of
discrimination, isolation and bigotry
that is the daily lot of Jewish people
in America.
In doing so, he exposes himself to the
“gentlemen’s agreement” that exists
among members of American society,
to restrict their ranks to “people like
us” only.
The film won many Oscars and

awards for acting and filmmaking and
holds a place in American cinema as
a flag-bearer for the self-examination
that was to follow for decades to come.
Phil Greenberg uncovers
antisemitism everywhere, even among
Jewish people themselves, in not only
blatantly overt bigots, but in the tiny
justifications in word or gestures of the
most benign non-bigots.
When he tells his new love, Kathy
(Dorothy McGuire) of his plan to “say
I’m Jewish”, she reacts with:
“…but you’re not really, though.
Not that it would make a difference —
but you’re not really.”
By the inevitable end of their
romance, she blurts out:
“I’m glad I’m a Christian instead of
Jewish.
There, I’ve said it.
Just like I’m glad I’m pretty, not ugly,
or rich instead of poor…”.
Our Phil winkles the prejudice out
of everyone, even his secretly-Jewish
secretary, who doesn’t want the
“Kikey ones” applying for jobs at her
workplace.
Phil’s Jewish friend, Dave, delivers
the coup de grace to Kathy when she

tells him that she had listened with
dismay to a man tell an antisemitic joke
at a party and had been appalled by it.
He asks her what she did about it
and when she tells him that she did
not want to give oxygen to the man or
the joke, he shows her how her silence
has instead given power to the bigot.
From this angle, we can see all that
quite plainly.
After decades of politically correcting
ourselves and everybody else, we know
what to do and when to do it.
We understand that it’s all about
attitude and when to speak up and
when to remain silent.
We hear the unspoken as clearly as
the plain insult.
We are careful about what we say,
and our alarms are on constant alert
for what we hear.
S o, w e can watch a film like
Gentlemen’s Agreement and be aware
of several onion layers at the same
time that there was only one black
person in the entire film (and that
was a nanny passer-by); that there
was only one woman at the senior
management meeting of the magazine
(the fashion editor of course); there was
no wheelchair access to the building; or

U-NOME

Publisher of Adult non-ﬁction
and Children’s books

SECURITY

Editorial services

u.nomesecurity@icloud.com | 0417 363 742 |www.u-nomesecurity.com.au

Manuscript assesment/advice

Publishing services

Streamline Publishing exists to bring to life true stories of deep humanity for adults,
joyous tales for children, and engaging educational resources.

Party Security Specialists

Advice on Community Safety Needs:
Youth parties/family focused security
Family Violence support
Womens’/Community Safety information
For more information contact Naomi Oakley

that Phil Green was astonished that his
new girlfriend actually thought of the
idea for his article — that even though
she was a woman, she could think.
St i l l , e v e r y t h i n g ha s t o s t a r t
somewhere, and this was about
antisemitism — and it was 1947.

info@streamlinepublishing.com.au |0409 088 772 | streamlinepublishing.com.au

Tuesdays:
Parma & A Pot $18*
Ph: 9844 0396
104 Melbourne Hill Road

Exhibiting* established and
emerging local artists,
photographers & craftspersons
*all works are for sale, see website for current exhibitors

*Dine in only

22 Commerical Place, Eltham (above Eltham Bookshop)
Wednesday-Saturday 11am-4pm & 2nd & 4th Sunday 1pm-4pm
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what’s happening
Event: Eltham Little Theatre: Wind in the Willows
When: July 2-16
Where: Eltham Little Theatre
1603 Main Road
Research
Info: Our Family Friendly Youth Production is
back! The show is an adaptation of Kenneth
Grahame’s delightful tale of Rat, Mole, Badger
and Toad and contains catchy and lyrical
tunes. Eight shows consisting of Matinee
1pm and Twilight 5pm across three weekends
Bookings at elthamlittletheatre.org.au
Event: Open Mic Night
When: Second Thursday of the month from 6:30pm
Where: Warrandyte RSL
113 Brackenbury Street
Warrandyte
Info: Get up and sing, play or dance the night away.
All welcome.
Event: Manningham Garden Waste Disposal Days
When: July 9, September 10 & 11 8am–4pm
Where: Mullum Mullum Reserve
Cnr Springvale Road and Reynolds Road
Donvale
Info: To help you remove garden waste to prepare
for bushfire season, Warrandyte residents can
drop off either one car boot, station wagon,
ute or a 6‘x4’ level trailer load of garden waste.
Bookings required www.manningham.vic.
gov.au/events/garden-waste-disposal-days
Event: Ringwood VIEW Club Meeting
When: 2nd Wednesday of the month at 11am
Where: Club Ringwood
Cnr Oban Road and Maroondah Hwy
Ringwood
Info: Ringwood VIEW Club offers fun and
friendship, and proudly supports the Smith
Family Learning for Life Programme. A warm
welcome awaits all ladies. Ring Heather for
further details 0411 219 248.

Event: Warrandyte Film Society: Moulin Rouge
When: Friday, July 15, 7pm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
168 Yarra Street
Warrandyte
Info: T h e W a r r a n d y t e
Neighbourhood House
Film Society screens
a divers e ar ray of
amazing films. From
the obscure to the
well-known, from all
around the globe. We
love watching and
talking about movies.
Why not join us if you
do too? Sign up for only $50 for the year! We
screen 10 films per year so it’s only $5 a film
— an offer you can’t refuse. Our first film for
the new financial year is Moulin Rouge.
Event: Yarra Valley VIEW Club for Women
When: Tuesday, July 26, 11:30am for 12pm start
Where: Chirnside Park Country Club
68 Kingswood Drive
Chirnside Park
Info: Guest Speaker Richard Francis “Funny things
that happen at Sea”. Have fun whilst helping
disadvantaged children. Visitors are always
welcome. Booking essential, please contact
Val 0429 007 728.
Event: A View From the Bridge
When: July 29, 30 & August 5,6,11,12 & 13 at 8pm and
July 31 & August 7 at 2:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute Hall,
Corner Yarra Street and Mitchell Avenue
Warrandyte
Info: Warrandyte Theatre Company presents
Arthur Miller’s A View From the Bridge
directed by Grant Purdy.
Tickets trybooking.com/BYZKR.

Event: Middle Yarra Landcare
National Tree Day Planting
When: Sunday, July 31, 10am–1pm
Where: Friends of Warrandyte State Park Nursery
Pound Bend Road
Warrandyte
Info: Join the Friends of Warrandyte State Park
and the Middle Yarra Landcare Network
as they plant 100s of indigenous plants to
conclude the three year project at Endeavour
Bank. Wear appropriate clothes for the day.
Tools provided. Cost is free but registration
is essential at:
treeday.planetark.org/site/10026302.
Event: Warrandyte Repair Café
When: Sunday, August 7, 10:30am–12:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute Hall
Corner Yarra Street and Mitchell Avenue,
Warrandyte
Info: What do you do with a broken toaster? Or
with a bike when the wheel runs out of true?
Or with a sweater full of moth holes? Toss it?
No way! Bring it to Warrandyte Repair Café on
the first Sunday of each month.
Event: Community Storytelling
When: Coming soon
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
168 Yarra Street
Warrandyte
Info: Learn the fundamentals of being a news
reporter. This ten-week course will cover
everything from identifying stories to interview
techniques, photojournalism and copyright
law. Students will have an opportunity of
having their work published in the Warrandyte
Diary. Expressions of interest are now open.
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au or
contact editor@warrandytediary.com.au for
more information.

Get back to Bands by the Bridge
By DON HUGHES
IT WAS A “hard day’s night” for anyone looking to score
tickets to the RSL’s Band by the Bridge in June.
The always-popular BEATLEZ concert was sold out.
But those that got their “ticket to ride” had a chance to
celebrate their Beatle-mania
120 patrons packed the Warrandyte RSL on Sunday, June
26, where they twisted and shouted the evening away.
Held on the last Sunday of each month, sensational
Melbourne Bands treat Warrandyte music fanatics to great
live music and dancing.
Next up, on July 31, the RSL welcomes Murph and the
Magictones (no, not the Blues Brothers’ band).
Featuring Amy from the Crawdaddy’s, they will get you
up on the dance floor with a great set of 1960s, 70s and 80s
favourites.
Tickets are $10 each through trybooking.com, which
must be pre-purchased in advance and presented on
arrival.
Drinks are at RSL prices along with a sausage sizzle and
bar snacks available.
An over 18s event — doors open at 4pm and strictly close
at 8pm.

Local markets
Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Saturday, August 6
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve
Tunstall Square Market
Sunday, July 31
9am–2pm
Tunstall Square Centre,
Donvale.
Hurstbridge Market
Sunday, August 3
9am–2pm
Hurstbridge Primary School

Park Orchards Market
Saturday July 16
10am–2pm
Park Orchards Primary,
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,
Park Orchards
St Andrews
Community Market
Saturdays
9am–2pm
Kangaroo Ground St Andrews Road,
St Andrews

Protect Your Sight

Maui Jim Prescription and Non Prescription Sunglasses
when only the best will do
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Finding a truly reliable friend in nature
Reflections inspired by the Forest Therapy Practice of sit spotting

into the green
By JENNAH ROSE
“HOW DELIGHTFUL to do nothing
and rest afterwards.”
I found myself using this quote from
a bookmark a friend gave me years ago
while at work.
It was given as a gift before a holiday,
but it recently aptly described my
vocation’s environment.
I am a Forest Therapy Guide.
Being self-employed, naturally, there
is quite a bit to do in creating and
marketing my business.
But when it comes to the actual
delivery, I can relax.
Let me explain.
Forest Therapy is a relatively new
practice on the block.
By this, I mean in Australia, it is not
yet officially a public health practice.
However, it is well on the way to

receiving this accolade.
The International Nature and
Forest Therapy Alliance (INFTA),
which trains Forest Therapy guides in
Australia, are in discussion with the
relevant Government department to
have it recognised.
Fortunately, this is backed by
extensive research, predominantly
conducted in other countries, while
Australia has recently conducted its
own.
This is all because Forest Therapy is
so effective.
Its roots lie in Japan as a practice that
came about in the 1980s in response
to very high levels of burnout in the
workforce, particularly in the ICT
industry.
The then minister for agriculture
suggested utilising what nature had to
offer to recover from stress.
He coined it shinrin-yoku, which
translates from the Japanese characters
as “forest, interconnectedness,

immersed in abundance.”
The English translation is “forest
bathing” or “nature immersion”, and it
is now practised in Canada, America,
China, Germany, England, France,
Italy, Finland and New Zealand, to
name a few.
In Korea, there are even centres
dedicated to the practice, places to
spend a week or more as part of a
medical prescription given by one’s GP.
There is a reason for the effectiveness
of Forest Therapy.
Research has shown that specific
molecules emitted by trees and plants
significantly reduce blood pressure,
heart rate and cortisol levels while also
boosting immunity and lifting mood.
Collectively they are called
phytoncides and are anti-fungal, antibacterial and anti-inflammatory.
When we spend time in nature, we
reap the benefits of these wonderful
little microbes.
They are effective even when we race

along the forest path stressing about
the busy day ahead but not wanting to
neglect exercise.
Though much more beneficial is
to slow down, which is where Forest
Therapy comes into play.
More than a walk in the park, Forest
Therapy is a delightful and intriguing
sensory wander; a few hours of quality
time exploring your curiosity while
immersed in the sights, sounds,
textures, aromas and even tastes of
nature.
So for me, as a guide, there is quite a
bit of fiddling about at the beginning
contacting participants, assuring
appropriate clothing is worn and
packing various items I use during the
walk activities.
But once the session begins, I can
relax and whole-heartedly rely on
nature to have my back.
This is because Forest Therapy is an
opportunity for people to connect with
nature on a whole new level.

That way, I can leave participants to
their discoveries and experiences.
Nature takes over, and as we say as
guides, we are guides only; it is nature
who is the therapist, doing the work
simply being her extraordinary and
hugely beneficial “phytoncidal” self.
So, take a moment next time you’re
out on a stroll or even a power walk.
Stop, drop your shoulders, and
breathe out.
Gently close your eyes and listen...to
what is close... and to what is far away.
You may find that if it is rest and
recuperation you’re after in the ups
and downs of life, or in the hopedfor “new normal” (what happened to
that?), then nature is the friend you
can truly rely on.
Jennah is a certified Forest Therapy
guide and licensed tour operator
offering services in the Yarra
Ranges.
You can find her at temple4.life.

Controlling pests without endangering birdlife
Photo: ANGELA ROWLANDS

UNWELCOME visits from rats or mice
can make us reach straight for the
rodent bait.
While we ensure baits are out of
reach of children, pets and other
animals, we rarely think about where
rodents go after eating the bait.
In fact, we probably try and think
about it as little as possible.
The most commonly used rodent
poisons are anticoagulant rodenticides
(ARs).
These act as blood thinners, so rats
and mice can consume a lethal dose
but not feel sick until later.
Newer ARs, called second-generation
anticoagulant rodenticides (SGARs),
are powerful enough that a single feed
can be lethal.
But, because of the time lag between
taking the bait and feeling the effects,
rodents can consume a more-thanlethal dose and still be wandering
around — like walking time bombs.
Predators that naturally eat rodents,
like owls and other birds of prey,
can then easily consume multiple
p o i s o n e d ro d e n t s, e v e n t u a l l y
becoming poisoned.
SGARs don’t break down quickly —
some can stay in tissues and organs for
months, even years.
Unfortunately, this makes it easier
for these bigger animals to get a lethal
dose of toxins.
When we decide to use rodent baits

around our homes and workplaces,
our choices can have a serious impact
on the native wildlife around us.
But we can make better choices.
The evidence against SGARs
The link between S GARs and
Australian birds was found when
researching declining Southern
boobook populations.
Almost 73 per cent of samples tested
from boobooks in southwest WA had
detectable exposure to ARs.
Of even greater concern, about 18
per cent of all the boobooks tested
had levels of exposure that were high
enough to kill them directly.
Almost all the toxins were identified
as SGARs.
These were found in both urban and
rural birds.
While other factors may also be
impacting the decline of these small
predators, the potential impact of
anticoagulant rodenticides cannot
be ignored.
The key difference between earlier
f i r st- g e n e rat i o n a nt i c o agu l a nt
rodenticides (FGARs) and SGARs is
how long the toxins remain in the
body.
FGARs break down quicker, so there
is less chance of larger animals being
poisoned, unlike SGARs.
Yet Australia has little regulation
on their use — SGARs can be easily
purchased in hardware and grocery

stores across the country.
How do I tell which is which?
The flashy packaging of rodent baits
can make it difficult to tell exactly what
they contain.
However, the label will state the
“Active Constituents”, so look there
for the FGAR compounds that are
less harmful such as Warfarin or
Coumatetralyl.
Leave it on the shelf if the bait
contains more har mful S GARs
like Brodifacoum, Bromadiolone,
Difenacoum, Difethialone, or
Flocoumafen.
Globally, S GARs have been
responsible for declines in many
carnivorous mammals and birds.
Here in Australia, it is not just
boobooks or other owls at risk.
Other predatory and scavenging
birds are also likely to be affected —
from our eagles and falcons to our
kookaburras, magpies, ravens, and
currawongs.
Native mammals like quolls and large
reptiles like goannas and pythons are
also likely to be affected.
It is easy to minimise your impact
Which of these bird-friendly changes
can you commit to?
Make your house and garden less
friendly for rodents:
• tidy up garden waste (like brush
piles),
• pick up any fallen fruit,
• ensure excess pet food isn’t
accessible,
• rodent-proof chook pens and
aviaries,
• replace rat-friendly palms with owlfriendly natives, and
• seal potential roof/wall cavity
access points that rodents might be
using.
Encourage native predators:
• plant native trees, and
• install nest boxes for owls to breed
in.

Reduce dependence on poison baits:
• consider other, non-poison pest
control, like snap traps,
• only put out baits when you
actually need to,
• read the labels on any poisons
you buy and make the change
to FGARs. Look for Active
Constituents like Warfarin and
Coumatetralyl, and
• leave SGARs on the shelf.
Become an advocate for our birds.
Spread the word about bird-friendly
rodent control.

If professional pest controllers come
to your home or workplace, find out
what products they use, encourage
them to operate in ways that reduce
their impact on our native wildlife, and
ask your local hardware and grocery
store to stock alternatives to SGARs.
For more information, visit www.
actforbirds.org/ratpoison
This article first appeared on the
BirdLife Australia website and has
been edited for this publication.

Cat curfew called into question
Your say
Dear Diary,
Re Council endorses new DAMP
June Warrandyte Diary 2022
The question still remains as to
why the council has not surveyed
the actual owners of domestic
animals in Manningham via the
requests sent out that we pay our
annual registration fees.
The question of what additional

benefit a 24/7 curfew will have
over a dusk-til-dawn curfew also
remains unanswered.
The “answers” provided at the
council meeting, as printed in the
article, are evading the questions
asked, not answering them.
Surely those most impacted by the
curfew should be the first to be
consulted?
The council cannot deny that they
have our contact details, whether it
be email or “snail mail”.
Name and address supplied
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Melbourne...On top, on top!
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‘FREE
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Lettuce stay calm and get busy in the garden
gardening
By KATHY GARDINER
WELL INTERESTING times again.
COVID still rampant, school holidays
and petrol prices topping $2.30 a litre.
The vegetable racks in greengrocers
and supermarkets are showing huge
gaps.
It’s time to get out and grow your own
vegetables more than ever.
Remember you don’t need huge,
complicated vegetable gardens, but
pots, crates, planters, and colanders
will all do the job amply.
I have also been known to plant seeds
and seedlings straight into the 20kg bag
of premium soil with holes poked into
the side and base.
You can plant vegetables in hay
bales too.
Add a handful of compost and soil to
a divot made in the hay, pop in seed or
seedling, water and away we go.
Currently, the sales for lettuce seeds
are skyrocketing as finding a lettuce
under $5 — or even finding one at all
— is tricky.
More and more Warrandytians are
looking to save money by growing
their own.
A national lettuce shortage has been
caused by rain and floods along the east
coast earlier in the year compounded
by an unusually frosty start to winter
to make for unfavourable growing
conditions.
It has been reported that lettuce
seeds bought through online shopping
have increased by 209 per cent over the
last month!
Lettuce (and also cabbage, broad
beans, silverbeet and rhubarb) can
still be planted now and all the way
through winter.
Lettuce needs a well-drained soil
with loads of organic matter (like

crumbly compost and manure), a bit
of a seaweed feed and some mulch.
Lettuces are a heavier feeder as they
grow quite rapidly and produce a lot of
leaves per plant.
They need to be grown quickly for the
best flavour and appearance.
The best way to ensure this is to
make sure you prepare your beds
correctly with composts and manures
beforehand.
Lettuce seeds have pretty soft outer
casings so they will break down and
germinate relatively quickly and they
love water.
They have very simple requirements
other than water and liquid nitrogen so
make sure you fertilise them liberally.
This will also encourage hordes of
snails who feast on the soft lettuce
growth though.
If soil is left to dry out, lettuce may run
to seed creating a wasted plant, taste
bitter or unfortunately die.
Try the new varieties of lettuce or the
old-fashioned cos lettuce and iceberg
(or at this point whatever you can get
your hands on, or seeds you can beg,
borrow and steal from friends).
Personally, I love the “pretty” ones.
The butterhead, mignonette, coral
(red and green ones), or rocket and
radicchio for a bit of a bite in your
salad/burger.
Lettuces will keep on producing fresh
beautiful leaves as long as you keep
harvesting.
If you keep picking the outside
mature leaves and work your way
into the centre you will always have a
lettuce leaf on hand.
A packet of lettuce seeds (if you can
get your hands on them should cost
you about $3 and a punnet of seedlings
(if you can get your hands on them)
about $6.
Pick little and often and reap the
lettuce rewards.
Remember if you are planting new

lettuce seedlings and want to deter
snails and slugs you can make a ring
of coffee grounds around the seedlings.
One strong hit of caffeine and snails
will be deterred.
I’m sure if you haven’t any coffee
grounds lying around a visit to one of
our lovely local cafés will be able to
help you out.
You might have started pruning
your rose bushes and fruit trees, if you
haven’t started July is still a great time
to get on top of those jobs.
This year I cheated as I got some
lovely locals to come and prune my
two-metre standard Crepuscule roses.
I didn’t feel like teetering on top of a
ladder, and I have to admit they have
been neglected over the COVID years
so I needed serious help.
Someone who would attack with a
vengeance and a lot of love.
I usually buy a new pair of secateurs
in June/July as I like them to be nice
and sharp.
If you think that is a bit of overkill,
you can always keep your old ones well
maintained (I admit I just lose them...
generally I find them under a shrub six
months after losing them).
I usually scrub them over with olive
oil and steel wool to keep them clean
and free of gunk that builds up over
time.
The main reason to prune this time
of year is to maintain the shape of the
tree/bush but also to cut out diseased
and dead branches/limbs.
I seem to have so much to do this
year.
So many of my trees have deer
damage from them rubbing their
antlers on the lower trunks and
branches.
And I don’t have to mention again the
damage they are doing to the bushland
down the back of my block and even in
the top garden.
They also (grrrrrr) love rolling in the

heavily scented bushes, the salvias,
the correas, the rosemary and others.
I can hear them honking in the
garden at night — a scary sound that
makes me not particularly keen to get
out of bed to shoo them away.
July is also a great time to prune and
burn off all the diseased branches and
leaves and spiky bits and pieces.
I love the smell of the bonfires, I love
sitting out there contemplating the
Spring and how to improve the garden.

July is also time to get out there
and prune back your buddleias and
plumbago (with their sticky old flowers
that will cover you if you are not
careful), correas and abelia.
Go crazy with the hedge trimmer.
July is the month for Hellebores
and dividing Japanese Anenomes
(windflowers) and it is the time of the
heady perfume of daphne.
Lettuce get out there and enjoy our
winter gardens but make sure to rug up.

Warrandyte Artisans at the Warrandyte Arts Space

By JANE ANNOIS
A NEW PROGRAM showcasing local
Warrandyte artists and artisans was
launched over the weekend at the
Arts Space, between the library and
the Lions op shop, in the community
centre on Yarra Street.
At the inaugural exhibition in June.
four long term Warrandyte artists
exhibited their work.
Many are familiar with Cherr y
Manders’ vivid paintings expressing
her local environment in bold use of
colour in her tonal landscapes.
She contrasted these with delicate

paintings and Japanese inspired
imagery .
Ian Gedge exhibited his landscapes of
Warrandyte bush and river scenes in
oils, pastels and gouache.
It was a rare opportunity to see the
expressive and spontaneous drawings
of Marion Cooper.
It is clear that Marion enjoys the
process of drawing and mark making
while focussing on the relationship to
the subject.
She co-ordinates the weekly untutored
life drawing sessions at the Mechanics’
Hall.
The central space was filled with a
range of ceramics by Jane Annois.
The ceramics are inspired by the
French terracotta slipware in bold
honey and green glazes, with many
pieces influenced by Warrandyte’s
bush environment.
The middle of winter maybe an odd
time to begin a new venture, but the
sun shone on Saturday and brought
visitors and the curious to discover the
space and artworks.
It was a delight to discuss our
artworks and those of our art inclined
visitors over the weekend.
Each group of artists will no doubt

use the space in their unique way to
suit their artwork, visitors can expect
a completely different exhibition and
set up each month.
The next group will exhibit on July
30 and 31.
They are Bernadette Walsh, a
botanical artist, Pip Bell ceramics,
and Peta Harrington a botanical and
wildlife painter.
We look forward to seeing their
work and opening the space again to
welcome all visitors.
Expressions of Interest are
welcome from Warrandyte artisans.
To participate, please contact
Denise Keele-bedford at
denisekeeleb@me.com.
Further information about last
weekend’s exhibiting artists:
Cherry Manders: 0437352761
Ian Gedge: gedgei@yahoo.com.au
Marion Cooper: 0408395299
(also for booking for life drawing
sessions)
Jane Annois: 0422942216
insta: @janeannoisceramics
www.janeannois.com

DAWSONS
TREE SERVICES

safety first
A family business with over 40 years experience
• Large Tree Specialists
• Hedge Trimming Experts
From
• Stump Grinding
• Mulch Available
$100
• FREE Quotes
• Consulting Arborist
$20 million insurance
No Fuss No Mess No Stress
9720 5111

two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

Lawn Mowing And Whipper Snipping
Backyard Clean Up Services
Tree Pruning And Removal
Weeding And Mulching
Hedge Trimming
Property Maintenance
& Odd Jobs

specialising in natural Australian gardens

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com

Jake Clancy mob.
Qualified Arborist

0411 311 824
@clancysgardencare
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Forming connections through coaching
By KATIE COOK
WARRANDYTE HIGH SCHOOL
VET SPORT AND RECREATION
TEACHER

Warrandyte Primary School PE teacher) Photo: SUPPLIED
was that she was extremely impressed
by the high school students.
“They were very professional and
worked extremely well with all the
Grade 1 and 2 students and even
those students who usually sit out and
don’t want to participate were getting
involved.”
She only wished we could continue
the program for longer and looks
forward to continuing to work with our
students in future.
As their VET REC teacher, I was highly
impressed with the behaviour of all
students and how much they developed
over the period.
All students took their roles seriously
and were prepared for every session,
ensuring a positive outcome for all
participants.
The Grade 1 and 2 students will no
doubt be talking about their Grade 1
and 2 versus VET REC students’ octopus
game for a long time.
Congratulations to all VET REC
students who represented themselves
and the school with full integrity,
respect and excellence.

FOR FOUR WEEKS, Warrandyte High
School VET Sport and Recreation
students visited Warrandyte Primary
School to coach the Grade 1 and 2
students in the skills of soccer and AFL.
It was a fantastic opportunity for the
VET REC students to practice the theory
they had been learning, coaching
beginner-level participants.
It was also rewarding to see the
students developing their coaching
skills.
Positive relationships were developed
between the VET REC students and
the primary school students through
individual, small group and large group
activities, ensuring all the primary
school students had a good experience
and learnt something.
Each week, the VET REC students
carefully planned sessions to enable
students to develop the handballing,
marking and kicking skills in AFL and
the skills of kicking, trapping, dribbling
and shooting for goal in soccer.
Th e f e e dback f rom Sal ly (t he

Making art from waste at ACPS
By PETA DIBB
STUDENTS AT ACPS love their art,
and with the help of Ms Clarke and Ms
Bailey, they have made a giant plastic
fish filled with soft plastics, which
went on display at The Pines as part of
a World Environment Day exhibition
during June.
The purpose of the exhibit was to
draw attention to the fact that plastic
is a major problem for the health of our
oceans and that some studies predict

that by 2050, there will be more plastic
than fish in our oceans.
The Arts and Sustainability Captains
came together to design and make
the giant fish and surrounds, with
students across the school bringing
soft plastics from home to fill the fish
belly, helping to promote awareness
across the school and our community
of the danger that soft plastics pose to
ocean dwellers.
Ms Clarke said: “As our school is
close to the beautiful Birrarung (Yarra)

Photo: SUPPLIED

river, we want to take excellent care of
our waterways.”
Through the sculpture, ACPS
highlighted its commitment to helping
the planet through:
• reducing our use of soft plastics by
encouraging nude food, and
• by responsibly recycling soft
plastics.
Let’s do our part to keep our oceans
and waterways as healthy as possible.

Plastic fish on display at The Pines

Billanook College

Senior School Scholarships

•

Wellbeing and Pastoral Care

•

Subject breadth and choice in VCE

•

Each timetable tailored to every student

Applications are invited from students who are entering Years 10, 11 or 12 in 2023.
Contact us to find out more about our College, and to tour our new Senior Learning Precinct.

www.billanook.vic.edu.au
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ACPS students tread softly WPS students build
By PETA DIBB
VICTORIAN WINNER for the
TreadLightly School recycling drive
has been formally announced, and it
goes to ACPS!
Families across the school came
together to collect an impressive 475
pairs of unwanted sports and active
lifestyle shoes that will be given a new
life and recycled into useful products
like retail flooring, anti-fatigue mats,
and gym and playground surfaces.
Ms Bailey, who organised the schoolwide initiative, said, “We loved the
idea of matching a school full of
children who are sports mad with a
sustainability opportunity.
“We collected the shoes throughout
the week, and we saw firsthand through
all the boxes collected what a group of
children can do to help our planet.
“Small steps to big things!”
Following the announcement, John
Elliott, founder of Save Our Soles and
a Warrandyte local, visited ACPS to
speak with sustainability leaders and
Grade 1/2 students about the recycling
program.
John said it was great to see Andersons
Creek take out the Victorian award
from TreadLightly in recycling shoes.
“A great effort!
“Australia is the first region in the
world to develop a sustainable solution
to recycling shoes.
“Well done for being a part of it,” he
told the students.
John gifted ACPS a 1.5x1m recycled
mat, valued at about $100, made from
materials recycled from four shoes and
Australian car/truck tyres.

tiny Tiny Houses

John Elliot talks about recycling with students
Students shared their own
experiences about recycling, and John
spoke about how proud that should
make students feel.
John emphasised the power of
reusing and recycling, highlighting
the importance of reusing belongings
and making sustainable decisions
when shopping.
“Buy objects from op shops or hand
down clothes to brothers and sisters or
friends, never give anything to the op

shop that you wouldn’t give to a friend.
“Keep donating old shoes to major
sports stores, and if they can be reused
first, then that is even better,” said John.
John’s visit enabled students to
see how their actions make a real
difference and how environmental
passions can shape business careers.
As a result, students are now looking
at ways to reuse school and home
materials where possible.

By CLAIRE LAMBERT
KNOWING HOW much their
students love a challenge, teachers
at Warrandyte Primary School were
not surprised by the enthusiasm
and dedication shown in the latest
mathematics project presented to the
Grade 4s and 5s!
Teachers Nikki Tenberge and Rick
Griffiths were bowled over by the keen
attitude of students, many enjoying the
project so much that they requested to
continue working in their spare time.
The project involved the children
learning about the growing trend of
Tiny House construction, developing
mathematical measurement and
geometry skills, and applying these to
translate tiny house designs to an even
smaller scale.
Students loved thinking through
the planning of these small spaces,
imagining the excitement of designing
and living in their own tiny space, just
as they want it.
Another aspect the students learned
about was the cost of building Tiny
Houses.
This led to students thinking about
the best way to get the most for their
money by creating budgets while
applying mathematical skills to a reallife situation.
Designs were firstly drawn on paper,
after explicit teaching of the skills
required to scale an idea down to an
appropriate ratio, then transferred to
TinkerCad, an online 3D modelling
program.
The use of IT to support the work

on this project added an extra
dimension, as students were able to
create professional-looking plans and
projections, inspiring them to produce
high-quality work.
This overflowed into extra learning
a t h o m e, w i t h m a n y c h i l d re n
experimenting with the program and
finding out what it can do.
Another benefit of the Tiny House
projects was the teaching and
practising school values.
As Wellbeing leader, Ms Tenberge
intentionally wove these into the plans:
“I knew there would be wonderful
opportunities for the students to
practice our school values of kindness,
respect, resilience and responsibility
through this work.
“It was a privilege to see students
working together and supporting each
other, sharing their mathematical
skills, creativity and solving problems
collaboratively,” she said.
Students enthusiastically explained
what they had learned and enjoyed
during the project; Olive and Heike
e n j oy e d u s i n g t h e i r c re at i v i t y
and linking artistic skills into a
mathematical unit of work.
Mitchell loved working out how to fit
shapes together to create his model.
Other students spoke about how
much they had liked learning about
the relationship between 2D and 3D
shapes and about area and scale.
All agreed that the online modelling
through TinkerCad had been a very
positive experience.

Warrandyte Primary launches Reconciliation Action Plan
By CLAIRE LAMBERT
ST UDENTS AND TE ACHERS at
Warrandyte Primary School were
excited to officially launch their
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) this
month.
The school community has been
privileged throughout term two to
work alongside Aboriginal Elder
Arbup Peters and Kira Peters, who
both work for the Victorian Education
Department.
Kira is the local Koorie Engagement
Support Officer (KESO), as well as
being a primary school teacher herself.
During a whole school assembly,
Arbup welcomed everyone to country
with a traditional Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung welcome.
He explained how important the
welcome is to the Traditional Owners,
as they welcome people to their land.
Parent Dione and ex-student Zara
Veal attended and spoke during the
assembly.
They were both involved in initiating
the school’s RAP, which began three
years ago when a Grade 5 student
wanted to start the process of formally
recognising the school’s plans and
vision for reconciliation.
Students from the Junior School
Council talked about the importance
of reconciliation, acknowledging
wrongdoing from the past and moving
forward to create and develop positive
relationships.
They explained how important it
is to understand the role Traditional
Owners have always had in looking
after Country and their special
relationship with the land.
Performances by students of a
song entitled Wominjeka, meaning

“welcome”, and Kutju Australia, the
National Anthem in Luritja, a language
of First Nations People from the
Northern Territory, was enjoyed by all.
Another visitor was Aunty Loraine, a
Taungurung Elder who has written a
book entitled Bijil Ba Wudhi Deberra,
or Bijil and the Moths.
The story tells of a family going to
the High Country during summer,
trapping and roasting Bogong moths
to eat.
The people used the stars to tell
them when to go and Songlines to give
directions, singing instructions as they
travelled.
Aunty Loraine talked about some
of her work developing language
resources and preserving Aboriginal
languages for present and future
generations.
One of the highlights for many
attending was the performance by the
world-renowned didgeridoo musician,
Ganga Giri.
Ganga is a rhythmic didgeridoo
virtuoso and percussionist, originally
from Tasmania, whose passion and
infectious energy had everyone joining
in with animal actions and clapping
rhythms.
Principal Nieta Manser concluded
the assembly by saying how proud
she is to be a part of this, especially to
be present, as this was the first time
we raised all three flags on our new
flagpoles; Aboriginal, Torres Strait
Islander, and Australian.
Scan the QR codes (right) to view
Arbup’s moving Welcome to Country
and the Raising of the Three Flags and
Dione and Zara’s speech on WPS’s
commitment to Reconciliation.

Photos: SUPPLIED

Flags and Junior School Council

Aunty Loraine

Reconciliaton speech

Welcome to Country

Welcome to Country
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Tax and super changes from July 1, 2022
for a representative 12-week period
and a record of each day’s kilometres
travelled for work-related purposes.
This will enable you to claim the workrelated percentage of all costs relating to
your car usage.
I recommend you search the internet
for “ATO compliant logbook app” and
use it as your guide and record.
The second change is the cessation of
the 80c per hour shortcut method for
claiming home office expenses.
The ATO has recently advised that
the all-encompassing claim of 80c per
hour, which covered electricity and
gas for heating, cooling and lighting,
depreciation of equipment and
furniture, phone, internet and office
consumables, will not be extended
beyond June 30 2022.
Those of you who will continue to
utilise a home office for work-related
purposes and relied upon the 80c per
hour short-cut method now face the
challenge of recording all of your related
expenses and maintaining a record of
how you have apportioned expenses
between work-related usage and private
usage.
You will still have a choice of the
52c per hour rate covering all running
expenses, including gas, electricity and
depreciation of office furniture, but
you will also need to have compliant
records of all other home office-related
expenses.

Alternatively, you may elect to use
the actual expenses method, which
requires records of all home officerelated expenditures, including running
expenses.
You may wish to refer to my May
column, Time to Prepare for Tax Time
2022 — Part 2, which explains the above
two methods in more detail.
Changes to superannuation
The employer super guarantee rate
(SG) increased from 10 per cent to 10.5
per cent on July 1 and will again rise to
12 per cent by 2025.
This increase will apply from the first

pay period in July, even if it includes
days prior to July 1.
S o m e e m p l o y e r s m a y re d u c e
employees’ salaries to accommodate
the increased cost of $5 per $100, so
you may need to review your salary
package with your employer to avoid
misunderstandings.
The $450 per month SG threshold has
also been removed.
Before June 30, 2022, employees who
earned less than $450 per month from
an employer were not eligible for the
employer super guarantee contribution.
As of July 1, some employees may
be eligible for the SG contribution
regardless of how much they earn per
month.
However, employers are not required
to pay super for employees under 18
unless they work more than 30 hours
per week.
Employers who pay a contractor
mainly for their labour must also pay the
super guarantee contribution regardless
of how much they are paid.
In addition to the above, the following
changes to super contributions
announced in the 2021 Federal Budget
have now been legislated and apply
from July 1, 2022:
• Individuals up to age 74 will no
longer need to meet the work test
to make voluntary non-deductible
contributions.
• Individuals up to age 75 with a

“Don’t take a punt
with your tax return”
advises ATO

THE AUSTRALIAN Taxation Office
(ATO) is informing taxpayers that they
risk any tax refund being delayed or
having their return adjusted if they
lodge their tax return before their
income statement is marked as “tax
ready”.
Assistant Commissioner Tim
Loh explained the ATO sees more
mistakes in early July as people rush
to get their tax returns done.
“You can lodge on July 1, but you

are punting with your tax return by
risking delays to any refund you are
owed.
If you forget to include everything,
you may end up answering questions
from the tax office,” Mr Loh said.
Each year, from late July onwards,
most information from employers,
banks, government agencies and
health funds will be automatically
loaded into tax returns.
“We pre-fill some of the information

finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THERE ARE important changes to note
to taxation and superannuation as of
July 1 2022.
We will start with two changes to
claiming work-related expenses, which
will be relevant for most taxpayers.
The first is the cents per hour claim for
car expenses.
Earlier in the year, the ATO proposed
that the cents per kilometre method of
calculating your deduction for workrelated car expenses would be increased
from 72c per kilometre to 75c per
kilometre.
We have now been advised that
this rate has been increased to 78c; I
presume this revision is in recognition
of the huge increase in fuel prices.
You are reminded that this method’s
claims are capped at 5,000 business
or work-related kilometres annually,
amounting to a maximum deduction
of $3,900.
Suppose you expect your work-related
use of your car to exceed 5,000km, or
the total deductible expenses under
the logbook method will likely exceed
$3,900.
In that case, you should keep a logbook
record of your total kilometres travelled

total super balance under $1.7
million will have the opportunity
to make large, non-concessional
contributions, possibly up to a
maximum of $330,000.
• The minimum age to make a
downsizer contribution has been
reduced to 60 allowing more
individuals to use the proceeds from
the sale of their home to fund their
retirement.
• Under the First Home Super
Saver Scheme (FHSSS), eligible
individuals will have access to
an extra $20,000 of voluntary
contributions to fund a home
deposit.
More details on these changes can be
found in my March 2022 column.

The content of this article is not
intended to be relied upon as
professional advice and should not
be used as such. You should consult
a registered tax agent or your
financial adviser if you have any
questions.
Brian Spurrell BA, B Com, Dip Ed,
FCPA, Registered Tax Agent.
Director, Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd
PO Box 143 Warrandyte 3113
Ph: 0412 011 946
Web: www.ptasaccountants .com.au
in your tax return to help you to get it
right the first time.
“This process is usually finalised
by late July.
“So waiting a few extra weeks can
make lodging your tax return online
quicker and easier.”
To check if pre-filled information
is available and confirm if income
statements are ‘tax ready’ visit the
ATO app or log into ATO online
services via myGov.
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Wedge: Another flawed founding figure
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
IT IS INTERESTING how historical
figures are often lionised by historians
and biographers.
Glaring personal character flaws and
moral failures often get overlooked.
It seems like the good that they might
have achieved in their life requires them
to be elevated to sainthood.
John Batman was for instance a
handsome and intrepid figure, but the
fact that he caught syphilis in 1833 sits
uncomfortably with that heroic image.
When he came to Port Phillip in 1835 he
was so disfigured by cancerous growths
that he wore a handkerchief over his face.
He was even referred to by local
Aboriginal people as “No-nose Mr
Batman”.
Authors have however tried to shield
Batman’s reputation by claiming his
syphilis was congenital and that he was
“utterly faithful to his wife”.
The plain fact is however, that it is
medically quite impossible for Batman’s
syphilis to have been congenital.
It is more likely to have been a product of
his legendary frequenting of Tasmanian
brothels.
His involvement in a massacre of
at least 15 Aboriginal people during
the Black War in 1829 has also been
downplayed.
It is more likely double that number.
Batman also cold-bloodedly executed
two wounded Aboriginal men who
could not keep up the forced march to
Launceston.
This has however been portrayed as a
humane act of “mercy killing” despite it
being he who wounded them and forced
them to march.
By comparison, John Pascoe Fawkner,
Batman’s competitor for the title of
“Founder of Melbourne” was far more
saintly.

Fawkner was just an aggravating,
argumentative and abrasive character,
who spent his adult life skirting around
the edges of the law.
However, the person who takes the
cake amongst Melbourne’s flawed
founding figures is John Helder Wedge,
the surveyor in Batman’s Port Phillip
Syndicate.
He was often referred to by authors as
“the gentlemanly John Wedge” a man
who fearlessly exposed corruption and
who had a humanitarian interest in the
welfare of Aboriginal people.
Nothing could be further from the truth,
and it only takes the unpicking of one
story to demonstrate this.
In May 1828 the then 35-yearold bachelor Wedge, led a party on
a government survey of northwest
Tasmania.
While on the coast, Wedge and his men
saw an Aboriginal man watching them.
When the man moved away they
followed him and came across a nearby
camp of 16 men, women and children.
Wedge’s men opened fire without any
warning or provocation and as the group
fled, one man was killed.
So right there as starters, Wedge was at
least an accessory to murder.
What happened next was documented
by several in the party, so is not in dispute.
In the panic to get away, a boy named
Wheete aged about 10, fled into a raging
sea and was seemingly drowned.
When his limp body was washed
ashore, Wedge revived him.
However instead of allowing the
exhausted and distressed boy to return
to his parents, Wedge tethered Wheete’s
wrist to his own wrist and forced the boy
to go with him.
At one stage Wheete got free and ran,
but Wedge pursued and caught him.
He then tied Wheete’s hands behind
his back and made the boy walk in front
of them.
Wedge kept the boy tied like this for the
next three days until they were well away

from Wheete’s home country.
Wedge clearly showed not the slightest
compassion or empathy for the distraught
child.
He instead treated him like a random
wildlife specimen to be collected and
put in a jar.
It was a heartless act of child abduction.
But this is far from the end of the story.
After keeping Wheete with the survey
party for the next three weeks, Wedge took
him back to his residence in Launceston,
where he kept him as a curiosity and
conversation piece for his house guests.
Wheete never saw his parents again.
Two years later in September 1830
Wheete died from a chest infection, and
Wedge wrote to a friend that he “missed
him very much”.
It should be noted that the completely
self-focussed Wedge expressed no
appreciation of the suffering that Wheete
had endured before dying, just his own
claimed feelings.
There was no evident grief for Wheete
and Wedge simply went and took three
more Aboriginal boys into his custody.
He also had a female Aboriginal child
with him in 1831, who kept running away.
Wedge of course blamed the girl as
being “incorrigibly bad” but her wish to
not be in Wedge’s presence was obviously
shared by settler children as well.
For instance, the botanical artist Anna
Walker later recalled how Wedge used
to visit her home when she was a child
and she commented: “My childish
impression was that he had a long red
foxy face — that I would not trust”.
I certainly share her instincts and quite
frankly, John Helder Wedge makes my
skin crawl.
Jim Poulter is a local History author.
His articles are freely available on the
Reconciliation Manningham website
reconciliation-manningham.org.au
or via their Facebook page.

John Wedge
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Indigenous Rounds celebrate NAIDOC Week
By DEE DICKSON
A COMMUNITY club that honours its
history, values its people, connection
and inclusiveness, War randyte
Football Club strives to be a united
club, to provide an environment of
connectedness and a place where
everyone is welcome and belongs.
With that in mind the club and its
committee has proactively embraced
the importance and significance to its
players and locals in supporting the
AFL-led Sir Doug Nicholls Round.
Held over two weekends in May
the annual round honours and
celebrates Australia’s Indigenous
history, while also creating important
conversations among the AFL and
wider communities.
At a local level the Eastern Football
Netball League sees teams in the
district wearing indigenous designed
jumpers either side of NAIDOC week
on Saturday July 2 and July 9 2022.
Warrandyte’s involvement in the

round was guided by team leader and
one of Warrandyte’s favourite players,
Nikoda Brooking, for whom the
creation and wearing of an indigenous
designed jersey is the centre piece of
the day.
“It means the world to me that not
only the club is on board but every
single one of the boys from the Under
19s to the Seniors are also just as
excited as I am about being able to wear
the jumper and representing the club
in it, which makes me super proud,”
Nikoda said.
Niko da c onn e cte d w i t h l o ca l
aboriginal artist Gary Saunders who
created the symbolic eagle, depicting
the dreamtime story of the creation of
Warrandyte.
Gary shared the following story:
“In Australian Aboriginal mythology,
a Wurundjeri dreamtime story tells of
a great eagle; the all-powerful, ever
watchful creator of the world”, named
Bunjil who “once gazed down upon

his people from the star Altair and
saw their wrong doing.
Awaiting their return, with a mighty
crash of thunder, he hurled down a
star to destroy them”.
Where the star struck created a gorge
in which much of the town today is
located.
Bunjil’s people remembered the spot,
and referred to it as Warrandyte,
speculated to mean: “that which is
thrown”.
The back drop to the eagle was
designed by Nikoda’s uncle and artist
Mervyn Street.
“The story design is about the heritage
of Nikoda Brooking who is a Bunuba
and Gooniyandi man,” Mervyn said.
The two rivers is a symbol of his
heritage being the Fitzroy river (big
river in the design) from Bunuba
country and Margaret River (small
river) from Gooniyandi country.”
Bunuba is pronounced Boo-noo-ba.
While Warrandyte’s players will be

geared up and firing on July 9, Club
President Owen Humphris would love
to see Warrandyte Reserve overflowing
with locals and visitors in support of
the round.
“We are an inclusive club, with a
significant history; one that has seen
many indigenous players in its time,
Owen said.
To value and honour players past
and present in our first ever statement
of support and inclusion in the
indigenous round is something our
club is very proud of.”
The EFNL indigenous round will be
held over two weekends.
Warrandyte will be playing at home
on July 9 and all teams will be wearing
indigenous designed jumpers.
Warrandyte Football would like
to acknowledge Manningham City
Council for its grant of $1,500 in
support of the design and jumpers.

Warrandyte Netball Club victorious in four-flag final
By EILISH VAUGHAN
PRESIDENT,
WARRANDYTE NETBALL CLUB
ON GRAND Final Day, I had the
pleasure of watching four fantastic
games, and as President, I couldn’t be
prouder of the whole club today.
Thank you to the players, coaches,
team managers, umpires, parents and
the Doncaster and District Netball
Association (DDNA).
After many interrupted seasons,
altered calendars and modified finals,
we welcomed some normality this
season after what felt like forever.
In saying that, the battle against
illness, injury and “close contacts”
raged all season and everyone had to be
resilient, flexible, and understanding.
A huge amount of work is done before
the girls even attend their first training
for the season.
After two years of unparalleled
difficulties and a shortage of volunteers
being felt across community sport as a
whole, there are certainly days when
this can be incredibly challenging.
However, today I got to watch all the
hard work and emails, late nights and
hard conversations, meetings, and

organising pay off in the smiles of the
Warrandyte players.
The players loving the game is the
goal and the reward; I seriously urge
anyone thinking about volunteering
their time with the club to come and
see what you can do to help.
Nothing beats the feeling of watching
young kids achieve something they
didn’t think they were capable of.
It really is something else.
The Grand Final quartet
Warrandyte’s four finalist teams
arrived at the courts to battle it out in
their respective Grand Finals, hoping
to become Premiers… and what a
battle it was.
Tadpoles
At 10am, the U13 Tadpoles took on
the EDNC Supernovas.
After a successful, undefeated season
despite being rocked by COVID-19 and
injury, the almost full team took the
court buzzing and ready to go.
The Tadpoles fought hard for the
game against good opposition and
found themselves down at threequarter time.
In the final quarter, the Tadpoles
surged forward, working swiftly,

scoring seven goals to the Supernovas’
one in the final term, sealing the win by
three points.
Elaria was awarded MVP by the
DDNA official watching on, and the
entire team received their awards postgame with coach Renae.
It was a hard-fought win.
Final Score: 21 – 18.
Turtles
Also, at 10am on Court 3, the U13
Turtles stepped on court after some
final messages from coach Sharon and
lined up against their opponents, the
Deep Creek Ambers.
The Turtles were relentless in their
efforts, never allowing the Deep Creek
team a moment to rest.
The energy was high, and it was
close right up to the final siren where
Warrandyte and Deep Creek found
themselves even.
After a moment of heavy breathing,
the teams calmed themselves, and
the Turtles jumped back on court for a
final 10 minutes to determine a winner.
The Turtles kept their composure
despite the screaming crowd and rose
to the occasion in the match’s final
minutes.

The Turtles sealed their victory by a
point, and the scenes were awesome
to see!
Rosalie was awarded MVP for her
efforts in the game.
Final Score: 18 – 17.
Magpies
It was now time for Warrandyte’s U17s
to take the court.
The Magpies huddled around coach
Lucy for some final pointers, and then
on the court they went to face the Deep
Creek Jets.
The Magpies didn’t have a clear idea
of how this Deep Creek team played
as of the two games they played in
the home and away season, one was
a washout, and the other the Magpies
team was severely depleted.
It was close from the starting siren;
the talk was loud, and the play was fast.
The Magpies worked swiftly together,
and everyone brought their best.
In the final minutes, the two teams
were goal for goal, and it became a race
against the clock to be the team ahead
at the final siren.
With only seconds left in the game, the
scores were even, and the ball was shot
only to skim the ring and be rebounded
by Lilly, who found the winning point

as the final siren sounded.
The MVP went to Eliza for her
awesome game.
Final Score: 18 – 17.
Kookaburras
With Warrandyte now three for three,
the Kookaburras took to Court 8 against
EDNC Eclipse.
The Kookaburras had been busy
during the week organising their
strategies and their look for the big
game, red war paint and braids all
‘round!
The Kookaburras also train whenever
they can, in their determination to
improve, and their hard work paid off.
Their game was smooth, and their
fantastic movement was constant.
Warrandyte’s communication paid off
as they could talk and settle the game
when they needed it and encourage
their teammates as well.
Fired up by the crowd and coach
Rachel whose hard work (Coaching not
only the U17s but an U15s as well) and
insight kept the girls composed and on
track to win by the club’s biggest margin
of the day!
Imogen was awarded the MVP medal
for her great game.
Final Score: 38–15

U17 Kookaburras after their win

U13 Tadpoles take the court

U13 Turtles in a huddle

Warrandyte Cricket Club in full swing, new leadership for 22/23 season
By WARRANDYTE CRICKET CLUB
FOLLOWING the Warrandyte Cricket
Club’s AGM, President, Bill Stubbs
(who will remain on the Committee)
congratulated new Club President
Royce Jaksic and Vice President Luke
Warren on their appointments and
urged them to create their own legacy
for the Club.
Jaksic outlined that in the season
ahead, the club will continue work on
creating a club that is welcoming to the
entire community.
“WCC is committed to providing
a safe and friendly environment
where all members can join in and
participate, regardless of age, gender
or ability.
The past couple of years have been
challenging with COVID, but our
Club has actually grown to record
participation numbers and been

President Royce Jaksic and
Vice President Luke Warren
successful during this period.
It’s a great reflection on the Club,
Committee and Members, and
highlights that the role of sport in the
community is vital.
The WCC mirrors the values and

sense of belonging that is prevalent
right throughout the community of
Warrandyte.
This club is not just a club for players.
We welcome anyone to become
involved particularly to witness firsthand the ongoing development of the
youth throughout the club as leaders
and fine upstanding community
citizens as well as marvelling at the
not so young that are still trying to
turn back the clock.
Be involved; I have not come across
anyone that has regretted taking that
first step.”
WCC will again provide participation
from Junior Blast for the littlest
cricketers (5–8 year olds), Juniors from
Under 10s to Under 18s, Junior Girls
team, Women’s Social program, Senior
teams and Veterans teams, including
Over 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s teams.

There truly is a place for everyone at
Warrandyte Cricket Club.
The Club also announced some key
leadership roles for 2022/23
After steering the 1st XI to the finals
last season, Ben Taylor has been
reappointed 1st XI Captain.
Taylor has been a mainstay in the
Firsts for many years, and provides a
wealth of experience and leadership
ability to the role.
“It’s incredibly exciting for me to lead
the team.
“With so much young talent, I can’t
wait for the season to start and to work
with our younger players and build
on the platform that we created last
season.”
Martin Rakuscek will again lead the
Junior Program supported by a great
group of Team Coaches.
Michelle Heffernan will continue to

lead the Girls and Women’s Program
and build on the great success that we
had last season.
Mick Spence will again coordinate
all the activity for the Veterans,
keeping the spirit of cricket going
regardless of age.
Pre-season training will commence
on July 24 and 25 at Saxon Sport in
Croydon (Juniors, Girls & Women
on Saturday afternoons at 2pm and
Seniors on Sunday mornings at 10am)
Anyone interested in getting
involved and joining the Warrandyte
Cricket Club in any way, as a player,
social member, volunteer or sponsor,
please make contact via the club’s
website: www.warrandytecc.com or
give Club President, Royce a call on
0458 960 438.
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Reserves undefeated heading into back-half of season
By KIERAN PETRIK-BRUCE

Seniors
Round 9
Warrandyte 16.8.104
def
Glen Waverley 7.11.53
A MONTH without a home game,
facing Glen Waverley off a win and a
bye meant that the Bloods would need
to be sharp early, and kicking with the
wind in the first was going to help.
The first quarter and most of the
second half, Glen Waverley played a
man behind the ball, and the score
remained low as both sides were
testing each other out.
But it was Warrandyte again who
managed to increase the lead by two
goals, this time against the wind, and
setting up an intriguing second half.
Suddenly, something clicked, and
Warrandyte produced some of their
best footy of the year, to kick eight goals,
playing fast and playing for each other,
the lead had opened to 59 points.
Third quarters are often referred to
as the premiership quarter, and on
this occasion the Bloods put the game
beyond doubt.
Glen Waverley, managed to fight
back in the last but the damage was
done and heading into the break,
Warrandyte sat second on the ladder.
Goal Kickers: R. Phillips 4,
D. Poole 3, T. Grimes 2, C. Tout 2,
O. Hodgson, T. Tout, L. Dunn,
M. Morris, M. Skien
Best Players: O. Hodgson,
J. Beasley, J. Kennedy, M. Cullum, R.
Phillips, T. Grimes
Round 10
Waverley Blues 16.14.110
def
Warrandyte 5.11.41
A top of the table clash with Waverley
Blues away was an exciting prospect,
having narrowly held them off in the
opening game of the season.
The first quarter started with both
teams fighting hard around the contest,
but Waverley were cleaner and more
clinical going forward which was the
difference at the first break.
After that, it was all Waverley, kicking
eight goals to one across the next two
quarters and proving to the Bloods and
the rest of the comp why they are the
top side this year.
Again, credit to the Warrandyte
backline who were sieged upon all
game and really kept the score lower.
Goal Kickers: L. Shelton 3,
L. Buckley, C. Tout
Best Players: J. Beasley, L. Shelton,
J. Cullen-Hall, L. Pollock,
J. Kennedy
Round 11
Warrandyte 11.11.77
def
Coldstream 11.7.73
Off the back of a big loss, playing at
home in front of a big crowd against
the 3rd placed Coldstream this match
loomed as one to show what kind of

character this senior side had.
The first term, the pressure from
Coldstream was relentless, and without
Phillips to kick to up forward, the Bloods
needed to be cleaner going into the
forward line.
Despite little ball forward, Coldstream
were able to take a 10 point lead at
quarter time thanks to a goal after the
siren.
The second quarter was much like the
first, with the pressure around the ball
from both teams the focus.
The Warrandyte backline, so sure of
themselves all year with the intercept
marks and transition, just lacked the
confidence.
Coldstream were able to take
advantage of this, so despite Warrandyte
looking like scoring when they got the
ball forward, they were unable to go
from one end to the other cleanly and
at halftime, the lead was 13 points to
Coldstream.
Needing to lift, and entering the
premiership quarter, Warrandyte
showed a bravery and attack on the
ball that was worthy of any top team.
Meyers the spark and the whole team
lifted, willing to back themselves in at
the contest and prepared to take the
game on.
Suddenly the backline had their
swagger again, taking strong defensive
marks, and then playing on and getting
the ball to the outside the Bloods kicked
six goals unanswered to have a 26 point
lead, and it looked like, the game.
Until a late Coldstream goal just made
things interesting into the last quarter.
Games are won by forwards and goals,
premierships won by backlines, and it
was Warrandyte’s backline under fire in
the last as Coldstream threw everything
they had to get back into the game.
With a few quick goals, the crowd were
getting restless as 50/50 calls, balls, and
contests fell to the visitors.
Wave after wave of Coldstream attacks
repelled, as suddenly the route to goal
dried up.
Finally with 24 minutes gone, the
Bloods led by 9 and a set shot, surely
the game would be over?
A miss, and Coldstream went coast
to coast and converted truly, suddenly,
with the game clock at 26 minutes, and
the lead at four it was all to play for.
Many of the games this season have
gone 28, 29, and even 30 minutes and
the nervous looks from the crowd feared
the worst.
A ball went into Coldstream’s forward
line just 15 metres out.
Picked up and kicked, out of danger
and the ball had trickled out about 5
from Coldstream’s goal.
Coldstream wanted to deliberate,
Warrandyte players braced for a final
push and, siren!
The Bloods, goalless in the last had yet
again held on at home.
Goal Kickers: D. Poole 2,
Q. Clark 2, J. Meyers 2, T. Grimes,
A. White, J. Moss, M. Skien,
O. Hodgson

Best Players: J. Meyers, T. Grimes, A.
White, S. Jellie, O. Hodgson,
M. Cullum

Reserves
Round 9
Warrandyte 15.14.104
def
Glen Waverley 5.3.33
If you are yet to witness the football
that Warrandyte Reserves have been
playing, I strongly recommend you
pencil in the remaining fixtures of the
season to do so.
Starting this month off with a strong
victory against Glen Waverley, the
Bloods were challenged early on yet
like they have done every game, they
fought through the tough parts of the
match and reaped the benefits once
they had outworked their opponents.
Knowing the two-week break was
coming after this match the effort was
second to none.
Goal Kickers: Q. Clark 4, J. Gebert 2,
G. Hitchman 2, J. Cox 2,
B. Richardson, N. Brooking, J.
Tetlow, K. Appleby, C. Padfield

Best Players: Q. Clark, N. Brooking,
L. Shelton, L. Richardson, H. Wilson,
A. Dib
Round 10
Waverley Blues 4.11.35
def by
Warrandyte 8.14.62
After the break, a tough match
against a strong Waverley Blues away,
and for really the first time this season,
another team were able to keep in
touch with the Bloods for the bulk of
the game.
A low scoring game, partly due to
inaccuracy, but mostly down to the
pressure both teams were applying, it
took a few tactical changes and a real
belief to see off Waverley.
A match up that looms as one that
could repeat deep in finals time.
Goal Kickers: G. Hitchman 2,
J. Gebert 2, J. Wilson, J. Cox, D.
O’Toole, M. Wilson
Best Players: A. White, M. Wilson,
L. Vaughan, N. Prelorenzo,
L. Noonan, A. Dib
Round 11
Warrandyte 24.23.167
def
Coldstream 2.1.13
Facing up to Coldstream it seemed
that Warrandyte had brought their
own ball for the match.
Coldstream simply unable to get
hands on the ball for long enough to
get forward.
An inaccurate start, Bloods kicking
2.8 with a few minutes left in the first
seemed the only reason there was still
a contest.
Yet as the Reserves have done all
year, when they step up a gear and
find that brand of footy that has been
on display at times they look as if they
are a Division One Seniors side.
Clean, energetic and just about the
best use and execution of forward
handballing you are likely to see at
local footy.

Photo: Trewella Sports Photography

Bloods put the boot in against Coldstream

Credit to Coldstream, who kept
fighting and forcing Warrandyte to
play at their best.
The fact so many changes have
occurred in this side again needs to
be mentioned as this is a team that
is capable of some amazing football,
raising the bar and the challenge to the
Senior players to continue to improve
their game as well.
Goal Kickers: J. Wilson 5, L. Dunn
5, J. Cox 4, C. Padfield 2, K. Appleby
2, N. Prelorenzo 2, L. Noonan, L.
Brewis, J. Gebert, T. Kontos
Best Players: J. Wilson, N. Brooking,
A. Dib, J. Cox, L. Dunn, L. Noonan

Under 19s
Round 9
Warrandyte 8.13.61
def by
Chirnside Park 9.9.63
After three weeks away from home,
the 19s were able to run out onto
familiar territory, up against fellow top
four contender Chirnside Park.
In what was a tough and tight game
for all four quarters, like so many close
games it was the small moments that
made the difference.
Inaccuracy in front of goal hurts
you, but with just over a minute left,
the Bloods would have felt like they
had the win after a great set shot from
Miller gave Warrandyte a four-point
lead.
Yet with a final twist in the tail
Chirnside Park had a mark inside the
forward 50 with just 15 seconds to go.
An after the siren kick handed
Warrandyte defeat, but one to take
plenty from heading into the back half
of the year.
Goal Kickers: M. Morena 2,
B. Poole, S. Nitschinsk, A. Rostron, E.
Miller, S. Van der ree, J. Dib
Best Players: L. Guymer, W.
Podmore, E. Padfield,
S. Van der ree, B. Poole, N. Sharpe

Round 10
Kilsyth 2.5.17
def by
Warrandyte 11.9.75
A great test of what they had learnt
would be away against Kilsyth, after
just holding on to beat them earlier
in the season, the Bloods would be
looking to make a statement.
The pressure around the ball for
nearly the whole game was immense,
and apart from a 10 minute lapse in the
third which allowed Kilsyth two goals,
the 19s controlled the game from start
to finish.
Goal Kickers: E. Phillips 3,
E. Miller 2, S. Nitschinsk 2, B. Poole,
F. Swedosh, M. Morena, J. Melville
Best Players: W. Podmore,
M. Standfield, W. Hatfield,
E. Phillips, B. Perkins, F. Swedosh
Round 11
Warrandyte 17.3.105
def
Coldstream 2.4.16
Back at home the following week,
with all three teams playing Coldstream
the 19s wanted to start the day well for
the Bloods.
The weather perfect for footy — barely
any wind — and a crowd building,
Warrandyte dominated from start to
finish, a full team effort that saw great
defensive play, fast moving up forward
and a desire to back up with a second
and third effort.
Now sitting third on the table, the
19s have a clash with top of the table
Donvale, and will hope the momentum
they have created for themselves will
bring out their best performance.
Goal Kickers: E. Phillips 5, M.
Morena 3, W. Podmore 2, S. Paxton,
L. Haberfield, J. Dib, W. Hatfield, E.
Miller, S. Nitschinsk, S. Harrison
Best Players: E. Phillips, W.
Podmore, S. Nitschinsk, N. Sharpe, B.
Perkins, P. Dib
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